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ABSTRACT

EFFECTS OF INTERCALATION AND DEINTERCALATION IN LAYERED MATERIALS:
FROM TOPOLOGICAL INSULATORS TO BATTERY CATHODES
by
Uma Garg
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2020
Under the Supervision of Professor Prasenjit Guptasarma

Topological insulators are quantum materials which have insulating bulk and conducting
surface. The surface states in these materials is protected by time reversal symmetry and spin-orbit
coupling. The fascinating quantum properties of these materials could lead to high speed
electronics and quantum computing. To explore the transport properties of these systems, I
synthesized single crystals of SnTe and Sb2Se3 which are potential topological insulators. SnTe is
a topological crystalline insulator in which topological surface states are protected by time reversal
symmetry and crystal symmetry, in particular mirror symmetry. My Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH)
oscillation study on the (001) surface of SnTe under low temperatures up to 0.35 K and at high
magnetic fields up to 18T indicates the presence of cylindrical Fermi surface and topological states
on (001) surface of SnTe. My results confirm the theoretical prediction of topological states on
{100} surface of SnTe by previous authors. In addition, I also studied the transport properties of
antimony selenide (Sb2Se3), a band insulator with a 1 eV bandgap under ambient conditions which
is metallic above 3 GPa, and superconducting above 10 GPa. Our single crystals are orthorhombic,
unlike rhombohedral Bi2Se3 and Sb2Te3. Following up on our previous collaborative studies of
Raman spectroscopy and first-principles density functional theory (DFT), which revealed an
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electronic topological transition (ETT) with pressure, we performed non-contact conductivity
measurements using a tunnel diode oscillator (TDO) circuit under high pressure in a diamond anvil
cell. A Fermi Surface (FS) is found to appear at 6.4 GPa indicating a possible insulator to metallic
transition. We also find evidence for a Berry phase (β) of value π indicating possible non-trivial
topologies.
In addition, I also synthesized high energy density layered sodium-ion cathode materials
and studied the effects of intercalation and de-intercalation of sodium ions on crystal structure of
pristine material. P2-type Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.35O2 (NMFO) displays high reversible capacity (185
mAhg-1) and undergoes structural transitions between P63/mmc, P63 (OP4) and orthorhombic
Cmcm space groups during charge-discharge cycling between 1.5 and 4.3 V. My study shows that
the substitution of Jahn-Teller active Fe with nickel and cobalt suppresses structural transition in
P2-type

Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Ni0.125O2 (NMFNO)

and

P2-type

Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Co0.125O2

(NMFCO). The discharge capacity and specific energy of NMFNO and NMFCO are higher than
that of NMFO up to 100 cycles in the 1.5–4.0 V range, and to at least 200 cycles for 2.0–4.0 V
range. I further studied morphology changes of cycled cathodes and performed impedance
measurements. I observed the formation of cracks and SEI layer on the surface of the cycled
cathodes. The total impedance of NMFNO and NMFCO between 1000 kHz and 0.1 Hz is
significantly lower than NMFO after 200 cycles.
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1. Introduction

Consumer demand for bigger, better and faster electronic devices, coupled with increasing
needs for energy generation and energy storage, has been growing at unprecedented rates over the
past fifty years. “Quantum computers” are next-generation candidates to replace our silicon-based
computers, with extended capabilities in parallel computing, encryption technology, and other
challenging areas such as in modern data science, “big” data, and weather prediction. However,
there remain several challenges in the implementation of quantum computers due to their
sensitivity to interaction with the environment. Information and processing in quantum computers
envisioned so far employs the concept of qubits. A quantum qubit is a unit of quantum information.
In classical silicon-based systems, typical of computers developed over the past six decades or so,
information is stored in a bit in the form of a 0 or a 1. Both states cannot exist simultaneously.
However, quantum mechanics allows a qubit to be the superposition of the two states at the same
time. Mathematically, a qubit can be written as a linear combination of the |0> and |1> states:| >

=

|1> + β|2>. Various types of qubits have been envisioned and implemented in Quantum

Information Systems (QIS), but the ideal one has yet to emerge. The main challenge that needs to
be overcome is to construct a qubit that is isolated from the environment, but at the same time
couples to the outside world to enable measurement. Any interaction with the environment leads
to the collapse of the state function. This phenomenon is called the decoherence. Topological
Insulators (TI) are being studied by many groups around the world as potential candidates which
might solve the problem of decoherence. As described later in this dissertation, a topological
insulator is a crystal that possesses an insulating bulk and topologically protected conducting
surface states with a single Dirac cone at the Γ point. Since these materials are topologically
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protected, they are robust against local sources of decoherence such as exchange of energy with
the environment by stimulated emission or absorption, impurities and the local defects present
inside the material. Therefore, they are promising materials to construct quantum qubits. In this
dissertation, I explore novel properties of selected classes of TI’s grown and studied by us.
In addition to the ever-increasing need for high speed electronics, the need for energy
storage is also increasing. Development of reliable, high-performance solid-state materials for
advanced energy conversion and storage is of technological importance for the US economy as
well as for a secure, sustainable energy future for humankind. The design of present-day Li and
Li-ion based batteries have relied on previous studies of composition, crystal structure-property
characterization, and device performance. However, as a mineral, Li is expensive, difficult to mine,
and found only in some parts of the globe. Na-ion cathode materials are potential alternatives to
Li-ion materials due to the natural abundance, and low cost of sodium resources. Recent
developments in suitable electrolyte and anode materials have revived interests in the use of newer
Na-based compositions and structures. In this dissertation, I explore and measure crystal structure
and properties of several novel variations of Na-ion cathode based batteries.
The above two classes of layered- and intercalated- layered materials are of much current
interest in the experimental Condensed Matter Physics community. The training and knowledge
gained from my PhD research has been highly applicable to both classes of materials.

2.

MATERIAL MOTIVATIONS
This dissertation explores several families of layered compounds which show fascinating

electronic properties when a foreign ion is intercalated between the layers. These properties are
interesting from the point of view of not only the quantum physics of the systems, but also their
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applications. In CuxBi2Se3, the Cu intercalation between Bi2Se3 layers induces superconductivity
and the topological states are theoretically predicted in this sample. Nb interaction between Bi2Se3
layers induces superconductivity. In sodium-ion batteries, the intercalation of transition metals
such as Fe, Co, Ni and Mn between MO2 layers of layered metal oxides improve their capacity.
Motivated by this unique property of topological insulators and the immense potential of sodiumion batteries to satiate our energy storage needs, I synthesized these materials to study their
properties during my PhD research in collaboration with other PhD students in Prof.
Guptasarma’s group: William Rexhausen, Nathaniel Smith and Christian Parsons. This
dissertation focuses on the synthesis of tin telluride (SnTe) and antimony selenide (Sb2Se3) which
are potential topological insulators and the study of their transport properties under high magnetic
fields and low temperatures. Sb2Se3 is an insulator at ambient pressure but is theoretically
predicted to become a topological insulator at high pressure. Sb2Se3 undergoes a topological
quantum phase transition from a traditional ordinary insulator to a nontrivial topological insulator
at a critical pressure Pc ~ 3 GPa. I performed angle dependent contactless resistivity measurements
under high pressure and atmospheric pressure at high magnetic field and low temperature. By
scanning the magnetic field at low temperature and at 6.4 GPa pressure, I observed Shubnikovde Haas (SdH) oscillations in the tunnel diode frequency. However, oscillations were not
observed at atmospheric pressure. My study reveals the possible presence of a cylindrical Fermi
surface whose axis is parallel to sample’s surface. The Berry phase value of π, as measured from
my SdH oscillation analysis indicates the possible presence of Dirac states. SnTe is a topological
crystalline insulator that has Dirac surface states on {001} and {111} surfaces which are predicted
theoretically. I also studied the angle dependence of frequency of SdH oscillations on (100)
surface to study its transport properties. This angle dependence of frequency of SdH oscillations
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gives me the information about the Fermi surface shape and whether the conduction is from the
bulk or from the surface states of the sample.
I also focused on fabricating sodium-ion battery cathodes that have high energy density
and long cycle life. In particular, I focused on synthesizing P2-type Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Ni0.125O2
and

Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Co0.125O2 which

have

high

energy

density

as

compared

to

Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.35O2. Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.35O2 undergoes structural transitions at high charging voltage
and at low discharging voltage due to the possible formation of high-spin Jahn Teller active
material at higher voltage. In this dissertation, I explored the effects of substituting some Fe content
present in cathode with Ni and Co which become Jahn-Teller inactive at higher voltages. I also
studied the electrochemical properties of these Ni and Co substituted cathodes and various causes
that lead to discharge capacity degradation. Additional introductory discussions are provided
separately in Chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 2 presents a brief introduction to the materials
characterization and measurement techniques that I used while synthesizing samples and studying
their properties. Chapter 3 presents the study of intercalation of Na-ions in layered battery cathodes
materials.

It

also

presents

the

study

of

P2-Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Ni0.125O2

and

P2-

Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Co0.125O2, with a focus on their structural stability during the electrochemical
insertion and extraction of sodium ions, and their electrochemical performance. This study
evaluates the effect of incorporation of nickel and cobalt into Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.35O2 to address the
material’s cyclability issue. It also sheds light on the causes that lead to capacity degradation.
Chapter 4 presents the study of transport properties of SnTe and Sb2Se3 which are both materials
with predicted topological properties. This chapter presents the study of Fermi surfaces of these
materials using SdH oscillations to evaluate whether their properties arise from bulk states or from
surface states. Chapter 5 presents some suggested challenges to address for future work.
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Chapter 2. Materials Characterization and Measurement Techniques

2.1 Overview
Crystal quality - whether in single crystals, polycrystals, or thin films - affects the
properties of materials. The defects and secondary phases formed during the growth of topological
crystals and cathode materials affect their transport properties. The defects and vacancies present
in topological materials change the Fermi surface energy level and moves it into either conduction
or valance bands. For these and other reasons, attention to the growth of high-quality materials is
essential to reliable progress in experiments, theory, and applications of basic Condensed Matter
Physics.
The understanding of the structure of electrode materials is required to develop efficient
batteries. In the research presented in this dissertation, a potential family of materials for the
positive electrode in Na-ion batteries were investigated. The research focuses on the structural
evolution of the materials induced by insertion and extraction of sodium ions during
discharge/charge and the causes that lead to capacity degradation. XRD was used for this purpose.
The crystal structures of topological and cathode materials were analyzed by X-ray diffraction and
Rietveld analysis. The phase transitions in cathodes induced by the insertion and extraction of
sodium ions during galvanostatic discharge and charge cycling were studied by ex-situ XRD
analysis using a home-built XRD sample holder designed to protect the sample from exposure to
air at all times. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) provided information about the morphology
of cathodes before and after cycling. Stoichiometric ratios of elements in the topological and
battery were determined using Energy Dispersive X-Ray technique (EDX). The electrochemical
performance of materials as positive electrodes vs. sodium metal was examined using
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galvanostatic cycling. This chapter presents a brief basic introduction to each experimental method
and characterization technique employed in this research.

2.2 X-Ray Diffraction
X-Ray diffraction (XRD) is a powerful technique for characterizing crystalline materials.
It provides an information on structures, phases, preferred crystal orientations, and other structural
parameters, such as average grain size, strain, crystallinity, and crystal defects of materials. Atomic
separations in crystals are of order of few Angstroms and, therefore, for diffraction to take place,
the incident wave should have wavelength of a few Angstroms. The wavelength of X-rays is also
of a few Angstroms and, therefore, crystals with three-dimensional (3D) periodic structures will
act as 3D gratings. Thus, X-rays can be used for the study of spatial distribution of atoms in the
crystal or for determining the structure of crystals.
X-ray diffraction by crystals are described and formulated by two approaches in direct
space: the Laue equations and Bragg’s law. The Laue approach provides a rigorous mathematical
description of diffraction. In Laue’s approach, the X-ray scattering from individual atoms is
considered. The diffracted X-rays then recombine to obtain diffraction pattern. On the other hand,
in Bragg’s approach, parallel crystal planes are considered as mirror planes which reflect X-rays
with the angle of reflection equal to the angle of incidence. Figure 2-1 shows the schematic
representation of Bragg X-ray diffraction. When two monochromatic parallel X-ray beams with
wavelength λ are incident on two subsequent crystallographic planes with interspacing d and Miller
indices (hkl), the reflected beams interfere constructively if the path difference is equal to integer
multiples of the wavelength. This relation is known as Bragg’s law [1]:
2dsin = n
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where θ is the angle of incidence and n is an integer, known as the order of diffraction.
The θ angle at which Bragg’s law is satisfied is called the Bragg angle, θB. When the
incident angle satisfies the Bragg’s law for a particular crystal plane spacing and the X-ray beam
wavelength, the X-rays interfere constructively, and a signal is recorded. In a fine powder
specimen, crystallites are randomly oriented in every possible direction. Therefore, when a
polycrystalline sample is irradiated by a monochromatic X-ray beam, for each set of
crystallographic planes, some crystallites are oriented so that Bragg’s law is satisfied, and
diffraction occurs. X-ray diffraction peaks are produced by constructive interference of a

Figure 2-1: Schematic diagram of Bragg X-ray Diffraction

monochromatic beam of X-rays scattered at specific angles from each set lattice planes in a sample.
The peak intensities are determined by the atomic positions within the lattice planes. Consequently,
the X-ray diffraction pattern is the fingerprint of periodic atomic arrangements in a given material.
An online search of a standard database for X-ray powder diffraction patterns enables quick phase
identification for a large variety of crystalline samples. X-Ray measurements presented in this
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thesis were performed using D8 Bruker diffractometer which employs Cu-Kα radiation and is
fitted with a high-sensitivity Lynxeye detector.

2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a technique in which a focused beam of electrons
which interacts with sample and produces scattered and secondary electrons, and other emissions
which contain information about sample’s topography and composition. Electrons are emitted
from an electric gun fitted with a tungsten filament cathode. These electrons are focused into a
beam by a set of lenses and apertures. The incident electron beam is scanned in a raster scan pattern
across the sample, and the position of the beam is combined with the intensity of the detected
signal to produce an image. Samples are scanned in high vacuum in this technique. The incident
beam of electrons interacts with the sample’s surface and leads to many forms of emission from
the surface. The types of signals produced by an SEM include secondary electrons (SE), reflected
or back-scattered electrons (BSE) and characteristic X-Rays.
Secondary electrons are emitted near the surface of sample when they get excited and have
sufficient energy to overcome threshold potential. Secondary electron imaging has greater surface
resolution. Some incident electrons may be scattered by atomic nuclei resulting in a change in their
direction with a slight reduction of energy (< 1 eV). The electrons deflected back from the sample
specimen are called backscattered electrons (BSE). Some electrons that result in the production of
characteristic X-rays are produced by inelastic collisions of the incident electrons with electrons
in orbitals of atoms in the sample. As the excited electrons return to lower energy states, X-rays of
a fixed wavelength, related to the difference in energy levels of electrons in different electron shells
for a given element, are emitted. Hence, these X-Rays contain characteristic information about the
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composition of a specimen. A careful calibrated analysis of such energy dispersive X-rays can
provide information about the stoichiometric ratios of elements.
The SEM images presented in this thesis were recorded using a JOEL JSM-6460 LV
scanning electron microscope at 15 kV accelerating voltage, currently available at the Advanced
Analysis Facility at UWM. The stoichiometric ratios of elements in the samples were confirmed
by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).

2.4 Tunnel Diode Oscillator
Four probe resistivity measurements were difficult to perform on Sb3Se3 single crystals, as
the resistance of Sb3Se3 at ambient pressure is of the order of 1011 Ω, and the size of crystals is also
small. Therefore, contactless resistivity measurements were performed inside a diamond anvil cell
(DAC). A detailed description of this technique is presented below.

2.4.1 Tunnel Diode
A Tunnel diode works on the principle of quantum tunneling effect and is typically used
for high frequency switching applications. The p-n junction in these diodes is heavily doped, due
to which the depletion layer in these diodes is thin [2]. The tunneling probability increases with
the decrease in barrier energy. According to the classical laws of physics, a charged particle should
possess energy at least equal to the barrier energy in order to cross it. But quantum mechanically,
there exists a non-zero probability that the particle with energy less than the barrier energy will
cross the barrier. This is due to the Quantum Tunneling effect. The tunneling probability, P, is
given as:
∝

!"
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where W is the barrier width and Eb is the barrier energy.

Figure 2-2: I-V characteristics of a tunnel diode

In Figure 2-2, I-V characteristics of a tunnel diode are shown. Initially, a small forward
bias voltage is applied. Potential barrier across the p-n junction is still very high and the forward
bias current is not noticeable. However, there exists a finite proability that electrons will tunnel
from n to p region. This will lead to tunneling current. Due to this, the current increases to peak
current, Ip. As the forward bias voltage continues to increase, the electrons in the n region will
decrease, resulting in a decrease of tunneling current. This will drive the tunnel diode in the
negative resistance region. This means that when the forward bias voltage increases, the current
through the p-n junction decreases. As more forward bias voltage is applied, the tunneling current
drops to zero. This negative voltage region exists till a certain valley point. At this valley point
voltage Vv, the forward bias current starts increasing due to the decrease in potential barrier. As
the forward bias voltage increases further, the tunnel diode exhibits I-V characteristics similar to
that of a standard p-n diode.
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2.4.2 Working Principle of a Tunnel Diode Oscillator
A Tunnel diode oscillator makes use of a tunnel diode for producing oscillations [3]. Figure 2-3a
(a)

(b)

Figure 2-3. (a) Schematic diagram of a TDO circuit (b) Schematic diagram of a TDO circuit with LC tank

shows the schematic diagram of a TDO circuit. The resistance R and the diode resistance D are in
series. According to their resistance ratios, the applied voltage V divides between D and R. As the
diode voltage, VD, become greater than VP (peak voltage) at the point A, the tunnel diode is driven
into the negative resistance region and its resistance starts increasing until it becomes equal to the
valley voltage VV at the point B. At this point further increase the forward bias voltage, VD, drives
the diode into the positive resistance region BC. In the region BC, VR increases, and VD decreases
as the forward bias current increases. This drives the diode back into the negative resistance region.
This reduction in VD causes an increase in circuit current till point A is reached when VD equals
VP. Thus, the TDO circuit will continue to oscillate back and forth through the negative resistance
region between points A and B on the tunnel diode I-V characteristic.
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2.4.3 General Tunnel Diode Oscillator Setup
Figure 2-3b shows a schematic diagram of a practical TDO circuit. A TDO consists of an
LC tank circuit powered by a tunnel diode. A TDR operates by detecting shifts in the resonance
frequency of an LC tank circuit driven by the tunnel-diode. When a tunnel diode is properly biased
at a voltage in the region of negative differential resistance, a radio frequency current with a
constant amplitude continuously flows in the circuit. The sample is placed at the center of the
inductor coil. The resonance frequency, f, of the tunnel diode oscillator, typically in megahertz
range, is given by [4], [5]:
&=

1

(2.2)

√()

where L is the inductance of the coil surrounding the sample and C is the capacitance of the tank
circuit. The TDO frequency is sensitive to the resistivity of the sample. The oscillations in the
resistivity of the sample result in oscillation of the TDO frequency and leads to the measurement
of SdH oscillations. The inductance of the coil is proportional to the cross-sectional area occupied
by the flux, i.e., the space between the coil and the sample surface plus the skin depth, *, through
which the flux penetrates inside the sample. Change in the skin depth of the sample results in a
change in the inductance of the coil, given as [5]:
(∆*) ∗ (2-./ )
∆(
=
(
0

(2.3)

Here A is the area of the inductance coil, ./ is the radius of the sample rod, and * is the skin depth.

* is related to the resistivity of the sample as * = 2 /-45 &, where

is the resistivity of sample,

and 45 is the magnetic permeability of free space [5]. The change in frequency of TDO due to the
change in inductance is given as [6]:
∆&
−∆(
=
&
2(

(2.4)
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Hence, a variation in skin depth will lead to change of inductance and the frequency of TDO.

2.5 Measurements under Pressure
Contactless resistivity measurements on Sb2Se3 were performed under pressure inside a
diamond anvil cell.
2.5.1 Diamond Anvil Cell
High pressure measurements on Sb2Se3 were performed using a diamond anvil cell (DAC).
A DAC consists of two opposing diamonds with a sample compressed between the tips. The
(a)

(b)

Figure 2-4. (a) Schematic diagram of the diamond anvil cell (DAC). Adapted from reference [7] (b) Expanded
view of the metal gasket

sample can be seen through the diamonds and can be illuminated with X-rays and large parts of
the visible spectrum. The uniaxial pressure supplied by the diamond tips can be transformed into
uniform hydrostatic pressure using a pressure-transmitting medium. A gasket and the two diamond
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anvils enclose the pressure-transmitting medium. Figure 2-4a shows a schematic diagram of DAC
and Figure 2-4b shows the expanded view of the gasket.
A sample of typical dimensions 100 μm x 100 μm x 30 μm was cleaved and loaded inside
the DAC made of plastic turnbuckle. The diameter of the diamond anvil was 600 μm. The pressuretransmitting medium used was a mixture of methanol and ethanol with ratio 4:1. Cu gasket with
thickness 60 μm was used to contain the medium, and the center hole of 200 μm diameter was
drilled. An inductance coil made of insulated copper wire surrounded the sample.

2.5.2 Measurement of pressure inside Diamond Anvil Cell
Pressure inside the cell was measured by calibrating against a ruby fluorescence line shift with
pressure. Ruby (Cr3+ doped Al2O3) spheres placed at the top of sample served as a pressure marker.
Cr3+ ions in the ruby crystal were excited using green laser light. As these excited Cr3+ ions deexcite, they emit light as individual photons. The fluorescence spectrum emitted is composed by
the R1 and R2 lines (R lines). R1 and R2 lines occur at about 694.25 nm and 692.7 nm, respectively,
at room pressure. These R1 and R2 lines shift towards longer wavelengths as pressure increases.
< 9

The shifts are fitted to the calibration equation P = 89: ;8< : − 1> (GPa), with A =1876 ± 6.7, B
=

=10.71 ± 0.14, and

is the peak wavelength of the ruby R1 line [8].

2.6 Resistivity Measurements
Resistivity measurements were performed using four-probe techniques. This technique is
very useful in measuring resistivity of a sample as compared to two probe method. In this method,
four contacts are made on the sample in a row. The current is applied from the outer two probes 1
and 4 as shown in Figure 2-5a. The voltage is measured from the inner two probes 2 and 3.
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Separation of current and voltage probes eliminates contact resistance and wire resistance from the
resistivity

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-5: (a) Schematic representation of four-probe resistivity measurement (b) Samples mounted on 8 pin
dip sockets.

measurements. Electrical contacts were made on samples using 20 μm gold wire and gold wires
connected to the sample’s surface using silver paint. Samples were mounted on 8 pin dip sockets
as shown in Figure 2-5b and were adhered on the socket using VGE 7031 varnish. A small amount
of current, typically of the order of 1 mA, was sent so as to minimize sample heating at cryogenic
temperatures and maintain a uniform temperature between the sample and the cryostat.

2.7 Electrochemical Measurements
Galvanostatic charge and discharge experiments are standard procedures of evaluation of
the electrochemical performance of batteries. Over a galvanostatic cycling experiment, a constant
current is applied to the cell, and the cell voltage is measured as a function of time. The applied
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current is reversed when a cut-off voltage is reached. Specific capacity, specific energy, rate
capability, and cycling stability of the electrochemical cell can be determined by this analysis.
Electrochemical performance of the cathodes was studied using CR2032 coin cell assembly with
a half-cell configuration. Na-metal discs (99.8% Sigma Aldrich) were used as counter electrodes;
a Celgard separator (Celgard 2325) was used to prevent contact between electrodes. Coin cells
were assembled in an ultra-high purity argon-filled glovebox with water and oxygen content lower
than 1 ppm. Figure 2-6 shows the schematic representation of the coin cell assembly. The positive
and the negative electrode is separated by the Celgard separator. A spring was used for the
fabrication of coin cells in order to ensure good contact between different components of the cell.
Spacers of 0.5 mm thickness are used to provide mechanical support to the electrodes. Cathode
slurries were prepared with an 8:1:1 weight ratio of the active material (NMFO or NMFNO),
carbon black (C65 carbon black), and PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride) in N-methyl-pyrrolidone
(NMP, 99.5% Sigma Aldrich) solution. Carbon black is added to increase the electronic
conductivity and the binder PVDF is added to bind the particles in the electrode together. Cathodes
with loading mass of 4–5 mg cm-2 were fabricated by coating the prepared slurry on aluminum
foil; the foil was used as a collector for current in the coin cell. The cathodes were subsequently
dried at 60°C in a vacuum oven. A 1 M electrolyte solution was prepared with sodium perchlorate
(NaClO4, 99.8% Sigma Aldrich) dissolved in 1:1 mixture by volume of EC (Ethylene carbonate)
and DEC (Diethylcarbonate) solution.

2.8 Impedance Measurements
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) technique is used to measure the impedance of
cells. A sinusoidal signal of current or voltage is generated and applied to the battery to obtain
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Figure 2-6. Sequence of coin cell fabrication
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impedance of battery in response. The input signal can be either voltage (potentiostatic mode) or
current (galvanostatic mode). In the potentiostatic mode, the impedance of a systems is determined
by applying fixed potential to the battery and measuring the resulting current. Nyquist plots are
convenient and popular in graphical depictions of EIS measurements. A Nyquist plot is the plot of
the real part of impedance on the X-axis and the imaginary part on the Y-axis of a graph. Each
point on the Nyquist plot corresponds to the impedance at one frequency. Impedance of a battery
is affected by its state of charge, temperature, cycle life, and current. The five kinds of resistances
that are present when cells are cycled are:
•

Ohmic Resistance, ?@ - A0 is the sum of all pure ohmic resistances in the battery and
measurement device.

•

Electrical double-layer capacitance, BCD - Electrical double-layer capacitance describes
the capacitive behavior of electrical double layer that is formed as ions from the electrolyte
adsorb on the surface of the electrode.

•

Charge-transfer resistance, ?EF – It is used to model the charge-transfer process that
happens at each electrode during intercalation.

•

Inductance, G - It represents the inductive impedance behavior observed at high frequency
in the battery. The inductance is due to the porosity of the electrodes and the fact that cell
types are formed into compact cylinders.

•

Diffusion & Warburg Element, HI – It models the diffusion process happening inside
the battery. It has a constant phase element for which the phase angle is 45° and is
independent of frequency. The magnitude of the Warburg impedance is inversely
proportional to the square root of the frequency.
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Figure 2-7. Nyquist plot of the EIS of a cycled SIB. Adapted from reference [9].

Figure 2-7 shows the Nyquist plot of the EIS of a cycled SIB. The first section represents
the sum of ohmic resistances of electrodes, electrolyte, separator and current collectors. The first
semicircle of Section 2 is due to the formation of SEI (Solid Electrolyte Interphase) layer on the
surface of anode or cathode during cycling. The second semicircle of Section 2, which is the middle
frequency semicircle, represents the impedance of the charge transfer reaction and double layer
capacity at electrodes. The linear line in the section 3 represents the low-frequency Warburg
impedance.
The total impedance of a cell is modelled with the above elements connected in parallel
and in series. The ohmic circuit element resistance, R which has only real part and no imaginary
part has the impedance of JK = A. The phase of current of an ideal capacitor is shifted by -90°
with respect to applied voltage. The impedance of an ideal capacitor is given as:
JL =

1
,
MN)

(2.5)
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where C is capacitance and N is angular frequency of current and voltage. The ideal capacitor in
EIS measurements is often replaced by a constant phase element (CPE) because the surface of an
electrode is never ideally flat. The impedance of CPE is given as:
JPQ! =

1

RPQ!

=

1
ST N U

V

UW

,

(2.6)

where Q0 which is the admittance of an ideal capacitance and n (0<n<1) are frequency
independent. The exponent, n, is equal to 1 for a perfect capacitor and 0 for an ohmic resistor. The
current of inductor is phase shifted by 90° with respect to applied voltage. The impedance of an
inductor is given as:
JY = MN(,

(2.7)

where L is impedance of an inductor. The Warburg impedance is
J =

[

\= 2]^

,

(2.8)

where Y0 is the admittance of diffusion.
We performed Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) measurements to assess the
State of Health (SOH) of the cells. We performed EIS on uncycled cells and cells after 10 and 200
cycles, using an AutoLab PGSTAT30 potentiostat from Metrohm with Nova 1.7 software. The
EIS was performed in the 1000 kHz to 0.1 Hz frequency range with logarithmic frequency steps,
and an AC excitation signal of 10 mV.
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Chapter 3. Intercalation of Na-ions in layered battery cathodes materials

3.1 Introduction
The development of reliable, high-performance solid-state materials for advanced energy
conversion and storage is of technological importance for satisfying growing demands of today’s
society for energy and a secure, sustainable energy future. Fossil fuels, such as coal and crude oil
are used primarily to supply energy and generate electricity. However, pollution arising from their
combustion causes a harmful impact on the natural environment. Focus has now shifted to generate
power using renewable sources of energy such as solar energy, wind energy and hydro energy.
These renewable sources of energy are clean and abundant. The creation of energy from such
sources depends on environmental conditions. Wind energy is produced when it is windy, and
solar energy production is dependent on sunlight. The electricity produced from these renewable
resources need to be stored. Therefore, energy storage in the form of chemical potential using
batteries is important.
With the increased use of portable electronic devices such as video cameras, mobile
phones, and notebook computers, the need for rechargeable batteries with greater capacity or with
reduced size and weight for a given capacity has also increased. Lithium ion batteries are mostly
used in portable electronic devices due to the high energy density compared to other rechargeable
batteries such as nickel-type batteries and lead acid batteries [10]. The energy densities of lithium
ion batteries compared with other rechargeable batteries is shown in Figure 3-1. Lithium-ion
batteries (LIBs) have been extensively used to power many modern electronic devices and are now
expanding to automotive applications.
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Figure 3-1. Specific energy densities of rechargeable batteries. Adapted from reference [11].

Sodium-ion batteries are potential alternatives to lithium-ion batteries due to the natural
abundance, and relatively low cost, of sodium. expanding to automotive applications. Sodium-ion
batteries (SIBs) are potential alternatives to lithium-ion batteries for stationary energy storage due
to the natural abundance of sodium and the relatively low cost of sodium resources [12]–[15]. The
amount of sodium in the earth’s crust is over 1000 times higher than that of lithium [16]. Lithium
is mostly found from lakes in China, Peru, and parts of the Middle East. Sodium is found in huge
amounts in the ocean as well as in the earth crust, whereas the lithium resources are limited. Recent
developments in suitable electrolyte and anode materials have revived interest in the use of newer
Na-based compounds and structures as potential battery electrode materials. However, the size of
Na ion is slightly bigger than Li ion. The larger ionic radius of Na+ (1.02 Å) vs. Li+ (0.76 Å) leads
to lower capacity, poor cycling stability and slower chemical kinetics. Substantial efforts have
been made to apply the successful experience of fabrication of electrodes, especially, that yield
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higher cyclability and discharge capacity in LIB systems to the SIBs. Development of desirable
and efficient electrode materials for SIBs is still an urgent need for their practical application.
Due to the similarity in the operation of LIBs and SIBs, sodium equivalents of many
lithium-based electrode materials, such as phosphates, pyrophosphates, and layered oxides are
being actively studied as candidates for cathode materials.

3.1.1 Lithium-ion Batteries (LIBs)
A lithium ion battery is typically a rechargeable battery. These are commonly used in
portable devices such as laptops, mobiles and tablets. A simple rechargeable lithium battery can
be constructed using coin cells in parallel to increase current, or in series to increase voltage. In
these batteries, lithium ions move from the anode (negative electrode) through electrolyte to the
cathode (positive electrode) during discharge, and back when charging and electrons
spontaneously flow in the same direction through an external circuit. The driving force for this
process is the difference in the chemical potential of the electrode materials with respect to Li. The
space between the two electrodes is filled with electrolyte. Electrolyte is a liquid or a solid medium
for transfer of ions between two electrodes during charging or discharging. The electrolyte must
have good ionic conductivity and less reactivity with electrodes to achieve desirable discharge
capacity and cyclability. Cyclability or cycle life of a cell measures the number of times a battery
can be charged and discharged before it begins to break down and no longer can sustain the
functions of a device it powers. Discharge capacity is the amount of charge (Amp-hr) available
when a cell is discharged at a certain discharge current. A separator is a porous membrane present
between the two electrodes which is permeable to Li+ and prevents a direct contact between
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positive and negative electrode. Lithium compounds that can be intercalated are typically used as
active materials at the cathode and hard carbon or graphite are commonly at the negative electrode.
The first rechargeable Li ion battery was made using TiS2 as positive electrode active
material and Li metal as anode by Whittingham et al. [17] But the battery failed because of Li
dendrite formation upon cycling and they could not commercialize it due to safety concerns.
Lithium tends to form dendrite on the Li metal surface (anode) after several charging charge cycles.
These dendrites may penetrate into the separator and reach the positive electrode leading to a short
circuit, overheating of the cell, leading potentially to a fire hazard. Goodenough (Nobel Prize,
2019) first proposed to use layered LiCoO2 as cathode materials in 1981 [18]. LiCoO2/carbon cell
was first commercialized by Sony corporation in 1990s [19]. The safety concerns limited the use
of LiCoO2 due to dendrite formation. Yazami and Basu reported that graphite could be a good
candidate as anode material in which Li ions can intercalate during charging [20], [21]. A carbon
electrode that is layered allows intercalation and de-intercalation of Li ions. The synthesis and use
of much safer carbonaceous materials such as graphite and hard carbon as the anode active material
revolutionized the development of Li-ion batteries and led to their commercialization.
There are several technical terms that are used to describe performance of a battery. They
are as follows:
1. Cycle life: Number of cycles a battery can deliver before it becomes inoperative.
2. Self-discharge: Capacity loss that takes place while the battery is in open-circuit condition.
3. State-of-charge (SoC): Indicates charge level of a battery; normally measured in percent.
4. Open circuit voltage (OCV): The voltage between the battery terminals with no load applied.
5. Specific Energy (Wh/kg): The total Watt-hours per unit mass available when the battery is
discharged at a certain discharge current.
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6. Internal Resistance: The resistance to the flow of an electric current within the cell or battery.
7. C-Rate: It is a measure of the rate at which a battery is discharged relative to its maximum
capacity. Typically represented as C/10 or C/20, for cycles over 10 or 20 hours.
8. Terminal Voltage (V): The voltage between the battery terminals when load is applied.
9. Discharge Capacity (mAh/g): The total Amp-hours available when the battery is discharged
at a certain discharge current.
Figure 3-2 shows the schematic diagram of lithium-ion battery components. Following redox
reactions occur on anode and cathode during charging and discharging:
On positive electrode:
LiCoO2

Li1−xCoO2 + xLi+ + xe−

On negative electrode:
C6 + xLi++ xe-

LixC6

Figure 3-2. Schematic diagram of a Lithium ion battery. Adapted from reference [22].
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The above reactions are reversible on both electrodes. Theoretical specific capacity, C, of
an electrode material which is defined as amount of charge that is stored by battery. It is measured
and reported per unit mass of the active material involved in the electrochemical reaction. It can
be calculated from the equation: C = ef/g where e is the number of electrons transferred per mole
of reaction, f=26.901 0ℎ/hij is Faraday’s constant, and g is the molar mass of the active

material. The discharge capacity of LiCoO2 is 175 mAhg-1 [18]. The specific energy of a battery
is equal to the product of voltage and specific capacity. The volumetric energy density is the energy
density per unit volume (Wh/L). As today’s electronic devices require more energy within a
limited size, volumetric energy density becomes very significant.
The deviation of the actual voltage of from equilibrium voltage is known as polarization.
The internal resistance of an electrochemical cell to the flow of ions and electrons deviates the
operating voltage of the cell from its equilibrium open circuit voltage. The C-rate or galvanostatic
cycling rate specifies the rate at which battery is charged or discharged. In this
thesis, 1C rate means that discharge current will discharge entire battery in 1 hour. Similarly, C/20
rate means that entire battery is charged or discharged in 20 hours.
Anode materials offer a higher Li-ion storage capacity than cathodes. Therefore, the
cathode material is the limiting factor in the performance of Li-ion batteries. Various cathode
materials with layered, spinel, or olivine structures are studied and widely used for Li-ion
intercalation.
Aging mechanisms that affect the cyclability and discharge capacity depend on the
electrolyte used, active materials in electrodes, electrode design, temperature, charge current,
discharge current, and depth of discharge. Crystal structure transitions during charging and
discharging may also affect battery’s performance. The chemical and crystal-structural stability of
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an electrolyte is affected by the charging voltage. At higher voltages, electrolyte may decompose
which will decrease the cycle life of a cell. The desired characteristics of cathode materials are that
it should have robust crystal structure with sufficient sites to intercalate and deintercalate during
cycling and have high energy density. Additionally, it should be environment friendly (non-toxic),
less reactive with electrolyte, less expensive, light weight, have low self-discharge, have high
discharge voltage and have a long cycle life. Similarly, anode material should have low reactivity
with electrolyte, non-toxic, and high efficiency of charge and discharge. Considerable research
efforts are being made to achieving high specific capacity and good cyclic stability in electrode
materials. Active research is underway in the development of an electrolyte that does not
decompose at high voltage.

3.1.2 Sodium-ion Batteries (SIBs)
The battery components and energy storage mechanisms of SIBs are essentially very
similar to those of LIBs. SIB consists of two electrodes of sodium insertion materials for positive
and negative electrodes and they are ionically connected by sandwiching electrolyte which is
generally a Na salt dissolved in organic solution. The electrodes are separated by separator to
prevent direct contact between them. Figure 3-3 shows the schematic diagram of SIB. In SIBs, due
to large size of Na ions compared to Li ions, glass fiber separator is commonly used as the size of
pores of this separator is larger than that of Celgard separators. Figure 3-3 shows a schematic
illustration of a Na-ion battery. Sodium ions intercalate and de-intercalate in these positive and
negative electrodes during charging and discharging.
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3.1.2.1 Classification of Layered Metal Oxides as Cathode Materials
Layered sodium oxide NaxMO2 (M = transition metal) cathode materials are being studied
intensively by groups across the world to attain large specific capacity and reversible
insertion/extraction. Their crystal structure is similar to that of layered LiMO2 where Li ions
intercalate and deintercalate between MO6 octahedra sheets. Hard carbon (disordered carbon) is
extensively studied for the fabrication of negative electrode in SIBs. The most common layered
structures are built up by stacking sheets of edge-sharing MO6 (M = transition metal) octahedra.
Layered oxides are characterized mainly in two groups: P2 and O3 type, according to Delma’s
notation [23]. In P2 type structure, sodium ions are accommodated in prismatic sites whereas in
O3-type structures, sodium ions are accommodated at octahedral, as shown in Figure 3-4. The
numbers 2 and 3 indicate the number of MO2 layers in a unit cell. For example, a unit cell of P2type NaxMO2 consists of “two” MO2 layers and intercalated sodium ion at the prismatic site and
O3-type NaxMO2 consists of “three” MO2 layers and intercalated sodium ion at the octahedral site.
In the P2 structure, Na occupies two types of prismatic atomic sites, Nae and Naf, which share
edges or faces with MO6 octahedra, respectively. From an electrostatic point of view, the Nae site
has been found to be energetically more favorable than the Naf site [24]. The simultaneous
occupancy of both sites allows the in-plane Na+-Na+ electrostatic repulsion to be minimized,
leading globally to stable configurations [24]. During charging and discharging, the Na ions
de-intercalate and intercalate from these prismatic and octahedral sites, respectively. Extraction or
insertion of sodium ions from prismatic or octahedral sites of P2 and O3 phases during cycling
leads to phase transitions [23].
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3.1.2.2 Fe and Mn Based Oxides as Cathode Materials
Transition metal oxides-based cathode materials tend to exhibit high discharge capacities

Figure 3-3. Schematic diagram of the configuration of rechargeable Na-ion batteries

O3 Type

P2 Type

Figure 3-4. O3 and P2 type layered cathode materials for sodium-ion battery. Adapted from reference [25].
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due to their compact structural framework. Layered structures of NaxMnO2 and NaxFeO2 (x ≤ 1)
as cathode materials are being actively explored to fabricate SIB cathodes with high energy density
and long cycle life.
Recently, Fe and Mn based cathode materials have gained lot of attention because of their
low cost and sustainability. O3-type NaFeO2 is found to be electrochemically active. However, the
reversible capacity delivered is nearly equal to 80 mAhg-1 when the cutoff voltage is limited to 3.4
V, which is less than half of its theoretical capacity (242 mAhg-1) [26]. The cyclability of cathode
deteriorates beyond 3.5 V due to the irreversible phase transitions that are observed at high
voltages, confirmed by X-ray diffraction [16]. P2-type NaxFeO2 is not successfully synthesized yet
because of the instability of Fe4+ ions in the material under ambient conditions [27]. P2-type
Na0.6MnO2 delivers discharge capacity of 150 mAh/g when cycled in a voltage range of 3.8–2.0
V. It retains its pristine crystal structure during the intercalation and deintercalation. However, the
stress in lattice caused by intercalation and deintercalation of Na+ ions leads to the degradation of
the crystal quality and to the formation of amorphous material after the first eight cycles [28].
Recent studies by Li et al. show that the presence of Fe in NaMnO2 compounds aids in Na diffusion
during charging and leads to high capacity [29]. However, the Jahn Teller distortion of crystal
lattice due to the formation of Fe4+ leads to structural transitions which are detrimental to cycle life
of cells. The substitution of some amount of Fe with Mn, and Ni or Co helps in alleviating the
structural transitions driven by Jahn-Teller distortion. Li et al. investigated the effect of substituting
Fe with Mn, Ni, and Co in O3-type Na(Mn0.25Fe0.25Co0.25Ni0.25)O2. It delivers 180 mAh/g initial
discharge capacity and 578 Wh/kg specific energy density with good cycling capability at high
cutoff voltage [30].
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Jahn Teller distortion is a geometric distortion of a molecular system that reduces its
symmetry and energy. It is typically observed in octahedral ligand complexes. The distortion leads
to elongation or compression of two axial bonds compared to equatorial bonds. The five atomic
orbitals are split into two degenerate groups. These two degenerate groups are: t2g (dxz, dyz, dxy) and
eg (dz2 and dx2−y2) [31]. A molecule distorts to form a lower energy system by removing the

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-5. (a) Jahn-Teller distortion – Left figure shows that the octahedron is compressed along z direction
when the unpaired electron resides in the dz2 orbital. Right figure shows that when an unpaired electron is present
in the dx2-y2 orbital, the octahedra elongates in the z direction. Figure adapted from reference [31]. (b) Electronic
configuration of Jahn-Teller active and inactive elements. Figure adapted from reference [29].
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degeneracy in the ground electronic state. Elongation occurs when the degeneracy is broken by
lowering of energy of the d orbitals with a z component as shown in Figure 3-5a. In compression,
the degeneracy is broken by the stabilization of the d orbitals (lowering their energy) without a z
component. Figure 3-5b shows some of the Jahn-Teller active and inactive elements and their
electronic configuration.
Yabuuchi et al. partially substituted Fe3+ with Mn3+ to stabilize the P2 phase and
synthesized P2-type Na2/3Fe1/2Mn1/2O2 [27]. They reported that Na2/3[Fe1/2Mn1/2]O2 has initial
discharge capacity of 190 mAhg−1 when cycled in the voltage range 1.5-4.3 V, with sodium metal
used as anode. The energy density is around 520 mWhg−1, which is comparable with the energy
density of LiFePO4 (530 mWhg−1 versus Li) [27]. The initial discharge capacity of P2Na2/3[Mn1/2Fe1/2]O2 is greater than O3-Na[Mn1/2Fe1/2]O2 [27]. The superior rate capability of P2Na2/3[Mn1/2Fe1/2]O2 is due to its smooth charge/discharge voltage profile.
There are several factors that lead to capacity degradation, such as electrolyte
decomposition, structural transitions in cathodes, etc. Layered NaxMO2 materials may undergo
phase transitions during cycling due to MO2 layer glides at low Na contents, and transitions
between the different Na+ ion/vacancy ordered patterns formed at particular Na stoichiometries.
At the end of charging, the Na content in cathode decreases. The deintercalation of Na+
ions from prismatic sites reduces the screening of O2- - O2- repulsions. The increase in repulsion
between adjacent MO2 layers is alleviated by oxygen layer glides perpendicular to the c axis which
leads to shrinkage of the interslab distance. These MO2 layer glides lead to phase transformation
from P2 to O2 or OP4 phase. Na+ vacancies are less stable in prismatic sites than in octahedral
sites and structures containing octahedral interslab sites such as O2 or OP4 phase are formed as
the Na content decreases when battery is charged to high voltage. The OP4 phase obtained is
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composed of an alternate stacking of octahedral (O2) and prismatic (P2) layers along the c-axis.
The Na+ vacancies are located in O-type layers, while the Na+ ions remain in the P-type layers.
The OP4 phase is reported upon Na deintercalation in P2-NaxFe1/2Mn1/2O2 and P2-NaxMn1-yMgyO2
(0 < y < 0.2).

3.2 Crystal Structure Stabilization, Electrochemical Properties, and Morphology of P2-type
Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Ni0.125O2

3.2.1 Introduction
Various layered sodium-ion cathode materials NaxMO2, where M represents transition
metal(s), of P2-type, O3-type, and O2-type have been studied [30], [32], [33]. Of these materials,
P2-type Na2/3[Mn1/2Fe1/2]O2 cathode materials are observed to deliver high discharge capacity for
limited cycles, while O3-type electrodes have lower capacity but good cyclability. Yabuuchi et al.
reported that P2–Na2/3[Mn1/2Fe1/2]O2 delivers a discharge capacity of 190 mAhg-1 in the voltage
range 1.5–4.3 V [27]. However, they report that Na2/3[Mn1/2Fe1/2]O2 undergoes a structural
transition from P63/mmc phase to P63 (OP4) phase when charged to 4.3 V. Pang et al. studied the
crystal structure transitions of Na2/3[Mn1/2Fe1/2]O2 during cycling and reported that
Na2/3[Mn1/2Fe1/2]O2 undergoes phase transition from P63/mmc (P2) phase to P63 (OP4) phase at
4.3 V charge and to Cmcm phase at 1.5 V discharge voltage [34]. Previous authors have identified
means by which these structural transitions can be alleviated by analyzing the galvanostatic cycling
curves of cycled cells. Yuan et al. and Talaie et al. have studied nickel substituted P2-type
Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.20Ni0.15O2 to suppress these structural transitions during cycling, and report an
improvement in discharge capacity [35], [36]. Yuan et al. report that Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.20Ni0.15O2 has
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an improved discharged capacity retention upto 30 cycles in the 1.5–4.3 V range in comparison
with non-Ni containing NMFO [35], [36]. Additionally, Talaie et al. also report that
Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.20Ni0.15O2 undergoes a structural transition to a Z phase when charged to 4.3 V and
to Cmcm phase when discharged to 1.5 V [35]. However, Yuan et al. report the formation of P63
(OP4) phase at 4.3V in Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.20 Ni0.15 O2 and do not observe structural transition at 1.5V
discharge voltage [36].
In this chapter, we clarify these structural issues in Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.35O2 (NMFO) and
Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Ni0.125O2 (NMFNO) cathode materials during cycling using detailed Rietveld
crystal structure refinement of X-ray Diffraction (XRD) data at various charge and discharge
voltages. We also report detailed analysis of changes in crystal structure of cathode material at
different charge and discharge voltages during cycling. Additionally, we also extend the cycling
of cathodes to 200 cycles. We also report the morphology and impedance changes that occur in
cathodes during cycling.

3.2.2 Synthesis
NMFO and NMFNO were synthesized by a solid-state method. Stoichiometric amounts of
Na2CO3 (98% Alfa Aesar), Fe2O3 (99.99% Alfa Aesar), MnO2 (99.9% Alfa Aesar), and NiO
(99.99% Sigma-Aldrich) were mixed thoroughly for three hours using high energy ball mill. The
mixture was pressed into pellets. Pellets were then heated inside furnace at 900°C in air for 12 h,
cooled to 600°C at 5°C/ min, and then quenched in air to room temperature from 600°C. Pellets
were then stored inside the glovebox having ultra-high purity argon atmosphere.
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3.2.3 Structural Transitions
Structural transitions of cathode materials limit the cyclability and discharge capacity of
cells during cycling. We studied possible crystal structure transitions during sodium intercalation
and deintercalation at different charge and discharge voltages. We performed these XRD
measurements on cathodes without exposing them to air. CR2032 assembly coin cells were
fabricated inside the glove box with ultra-high purity argon gas. Figure 3-6 shows XRD
diffractograms of uncycled and cycled NMFO and NMFNO cathodes. The diffractograms were
obtained by stopping the cells at different charge and discharge voltages. The cells were cycled 10
times and then were charged or discharged to a particular voltage at the 11th cycle. Our Rietveld
analysis confirms that both uncycled NMFO and NMFNO cathodes have P2 type crystal structure
and P63/mmc space group. In P63/mmc space group, first m corresponds to mirror plane that is
perpendicular to c axis, second m corresponds to mirror plane that is parallel to the mirror axis and
c corresponds to the glide plane along c axis. 63 indicates the screw axis. We observe that NMFO
undergoes structural transitions when charged to 4.3 V and when discharged to 1.5 V. As shown
in Figure 3-6a, our Rietveld analysis shows that NMFO undergoes transition to orthorhombic
Cmcm phase at 1.5 V during discharge. NMFO transforms to Z phase previously identified by
Talaie et al. when charged to 4.3 V or to P63 (OP4) phase as identified by Yabuuchi et al. and
Yuan et al. [27], [35], [36] Previous authors have identified this phase based on the position of a
single peak, labelled in Figure 3-6a as “Z/OP4” peak near 2θ equal to 15–17°). We have been
unable to fit this particular phase formed at 4.3 V charge. At 4.3 V charge in X/OP4 phase, the
shift in peak at 15.4° to 16.7° indicates decrease in distance between MO2 layers along the c axis.
In our XRD studies in NMFO, this Z/OP4 phase has broader and less intense peaks when compared
to the diffraction patterns observed in samples at lower cycling voltage. This indicates the
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degradation of crystal quality at higher charge voltage. However, XRD peaks again sharpen when
cell is discharged back to lower voltage from higher voltage, indicating high crystalline quality.
Therefore, this effect is reversible. Previous authors identify the phase formed at 1.5 V discharge
voltage as a Cmcm phase in NMFO. We also observe Cmcm phase at 1.5 V discharge voltage in
NMFO. We also find that the crystalline quality of this Cmcm phase is low as the XRD peaks
observed were broad and less in intensity. In summary, NMFO undergoes structural transitions as
well as crystalline quality degradation when charged to 4.3 V and discharged to 1.5 V. These
structural transitions limit its performance at these voltages. We further discuss that NMFNO
cathodes do not undergo structural transitions and are stable in the subsequent paragraphs.
Phase transition during charging at higher voltages in NMFO from a P63/mmc (P2) phase
to “Z” or “P63 (OP4)” phase need further discussion. Talaie et al. (2015) rule out the formation of
P63 (OP4) phase, indicated by Yabuuchi et al. (2012), due to Jahn-Teller effect. The Jahn-Teller
effect is observed in octahedral complexes containing transition metals such as Mn3+, Fe4+, and
Ni3+. This effect results in distortion of the MO6 octahedra to stabilize the energy of the complex.
This Jahn-Teller distortion assists the diffusion of Na ions during cycling and influences cyclability
in SIB and LIB batteries [19]. Talaie et al. suggest that the transition at 4.3 V charge is from the
pristine P63/mmc (P2) to an O2-phase and name it the “Z” phase.
As shown in Figure 3-6, we find that both transitions to the Z/OP4 phase at 4.3 V charge
voltage and to the Cmcm phase at 1.5 V discharge voltage are absent in Ni-substituted NMFNO.
This is in contrast with Talaie et al. and Yuan et al. results [35], [36]. Rietveld analysis of the XRD
pattern of NMFNO when charged at 4.3 V shows that it retains the native P63/mmc phase. We
observe that new peaks appear near the (102), (103), and (104) peaks when NMFNO is discharged
to 1.5 V, as shown in Figure 3-6b and 3-6c. These new peaks are labelled by subscript ‘a’ in Figure
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3-6c. We find the formation of two P63/mmc (P2-type) phases, with slightly different in-plane axis,
from the Rietveld analysis. There in-plane axes values are reported in Table 2. This formation of
new peaks are also observed below 2.0 V by Talaie et al., but they interpret this as structural
transition to a Cmcm phase. Therefore, from our XRD measurements and Rietveld analysis, we
conclude that structural transitions are not present at 1.5 V discharge or 4.3 V charge voltage in
NMFNO. Details of crystal lattice parameters of these two P63/mmc (P2) phases formed at 1.5 V
discharge voltage in NMFNO are given in Tables 1 and 2.
The substitution of Mn and Fe with Ni in NMFO alleviates structural transitions at 4.3 V
charge and 1.5 V discharge and leads to an increase in initial discharge capacity. When the battery
is charged to higher voltage, Fe oxidizes to high spin Fe4+ for the charge compensation. This
formation of Fe4+ distorts octahedral complex because of Jahn-Teller effect and helps in
deintercalation of Na ions [29]. Mn3+, Fe4+, and Ni3+ show the strongest Jahn-Teller effect among
the 3d transition metal ions. At the end of charge, Fe is the only 3d transition metal that becomes
Jahn-Teller active in NaxTMO2, while Mn4+ and Ni4+ become Jahn Teller inactive. The presence
of Fe decreases the Na-ion diffusion barrier at higher charge voltage and increases capacity of
cathode. However, the Jahn-Teller effect can cause structural distortions and affect the crystal
structural integrity and, thereby, the cyclability of a cell. The substitution of Fe with Ni in NMFNO
suppresses Jahn-Teller distortion of crystal lattice at higher voltages. Li et al. report that in O3NaTMO2 layered cathode materials, Fe becomes high spin Jahn-Teller active at higher charge
voltage. The high spin Jahn-Teller active Fe aids in Na-ion diffusion by buckling of Fe-O bonds
as well as distorts crystal lattice at higher charge voltages. These two competitive mechanisms can
be balanced by substituting some amount of Fe with transition elements which become Jahn-Teller
inactive during cycling to synthesize layered oxide cathode materials with high discharge capacity
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[29]. We obtain results that substituting Fe with Ni in NMFO improves discharge capacity and
cyclability, consistent with the result of Li et al. [29].
Tables 1 and 2 show crystal axis parameters of NMFO and NMFNO at different charge
and discharge voltages, respectively, obtained after Rietveld refinement of XRD. During charging,
the c axis parameter of the NMFO and NMFNO unit cells increases as the interlayer distance
between MO2 layers increases. The increase in c axis with charging is due to the decrease in
screening of the repulsion between successive oxygen layers as the sodium ion content decreases
from the prismatic sites to their de-intercalation [32], [37]. The in-plane lattice parameters, a and
b, of NMFO and NMFNO decrease while charging to higher voltage as the transition metals
oxidize during deintercalation of Na ions, causing contraction of M-O bond length in MO6
octahedra [32].
Figures 3-7 and 3-8 show ex situ XRD measurements performed on uncycled NMFO and
NMFNO cathodes and cathodes cycled 200 times. Note that, although we call these measurements
ex situ, the XRD was performed in a sealed sample holder, with the sample transferred in a highly
controlled glove box maintaining an inert atmosphere. Thus, there was no exposure to air (oxygen)
at any time, including during the XRD measurement. We observe that the pristine P63/mmc crystal
phase does not change after 200 cycles in NMFO and NMFNO. Tables 3 and 4 show lattice
parameters of NMFO and NMFNO after 200 cycles obtained from Rietveld analysis. The c-axis
decreases for both NMFO and NFMNO after 200 cycles. The lack of crystal structure changes in
NMFNO during charging and discharging, when compared with NMFO, indicates that Nisubstitution contributes to the stability of the cathodes during cycling.
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3.2.4 Results from Electrochemistry
We also investigated the effect of Ni substitution on cycling performance, cycling capacity
and specific energy of cells. Figure 3-9 shows the discharge capacity versus number of cycles for
NMFO and NMFNO cathodes during constant current cycling. We cycled NMFO and NMFNO
cells up to 200 cycles in the voltage ranges 1.5–4.3 V, 1.5–4.0 V, and 2.0–4.0 V. In 1.5-4.3 V
range, we allowed the structural transitions to occur in NMFO in order to examine their effect on
cyclability. Even though NMFNO does not undergo through structural transitions observed in
NMFO at higher voltages, we observe a degradation of crystalline quality at high (4.3 V) and low
(1.5 V) voltage in NMFNO. Due to this reason, we also cycled cells in the 2.0–4.0 V range up to
200 cycles wherein we exclude structural transitions. The cells are cycled at C/20 rate (0.047 mA)
for the first two formation cycles and at C/10 rate (0.0945 mA) for the remaining cycles in each
voltage range. We observe that NMFNO has first-cycle specific energy of 335 Whg-1 in caparison
with 275 Whg-1 for NMFO in the voltage range 1.5–4.3 V. We also find that first cycle specific
energy is higher in NMFNO than in NMFO for all three voltage ranges. The discharge capacity of
NMFNO remains significantly higher than NMFO up to 200 cycles in the 2.0–4.0 V range.
NMFNO starts with a slightly higher discharge capacity than NMFO in the 1.5–4.3 V range. After
30 cycles in 1.5-4.3 V range, the capacity retention of NMFNO is 83% and of NMFO is 81%. We
were able to cycle cells only till 30 cycles in the 1.5–4.3 V range, possibly due to breakdown of
the electrolyte at higher voltage [38]. The capacity retention of NMFNO is 77% and that of NMFO
is 67% at 100th cycle in the cycling window 1.5–4.0 V. The capacity retention of NMFNO is higher
than NMFO up to 100 cycles in 1.5-4.0 V range. However, the capacities of both cathodes
converge and decrease at the same rate after 100 cycles. The capacity retention of NMFNO is 95%
and NMFO is 94% at the 50th cycle in the 2.0–4.0 V range. At the end of 200 cycles, the discharge
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Figure 3-6. XRD of Na-ion cathode materials during charge/discharge of (a) NMFO (also see Table 1) and (b)
NMFNO (also see Table 2) during cycling at different voltages in the voltage range 1.5–4.3 V; (c) Rietveld
analysis of XRD diffractogram of NMFNO at 1.5 V discharge potential (the blue dots are collected data; the red
curve represents Rietveld analysis fitting). The Miller indices written as (hkl)a indicate the formation of second
P2-type, P63/mmc phase (also see 1.5 V discharge data in Table 2).
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Crystal lattice parameters from Rietveld refinement of Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.35O2
during cycling
Voltage (V)
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
Phase
Uncycled
2.925
2.925
11.274
P63/mmc
3 V Charge
2.911
2.911
11.364
P63/mmc
3.5 V Charge
2.895
2.895
11.392
P63/mmc
4 V Charge
2.897
2.897
11.413
P63/mmc
4.3 V Charge
Z/OP4 (see [35], [36])
3.5 V Discharge
2.895
2.895
11.392
P63/mmc
2.5 V Discharge
2.928
2.928
11.272
P63/mmc
1.5 V Discharge
2.907
5.492
11.126
Cmcm

Table 1. Evolution of lattice parameters of P2-Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.35O2 (NMFO) at different voltages during cycling
in the 1.5-4.3 V range; fitting results from data in Figure 3-6a.

Crystal lattice parameters from Rietveld refinement of
Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Ni0.125O2 during cycling
Voltage (V)

a = b (Å)

c (Å)

Phase

Uncycled
3 V Charge
3.5 V Charge
4 V Charge
4.3 V Charge
3.5 V Discharge
2.5 V Discharge

2.904
2.894
2.894
2.884
2.879
2.885
2.908
2.947
3.038

11.285
11.338
11.333
11.386
11.480
11.427
11.248
11.048
11.048

P63/mmc
P63/mmc
P63/mmc
P63/mmc
P63/mmc
P63/mmc
P63/mmc

1.5 V Discharge

P63/mmc

Table 2. Evolution of lattice parameters of P2-Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Ni0.125O2 (NMFNO) at different voltages
during cycling in the 1.5-4.3 V range; fitting results from data in Figure 3-6b.
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Figure 3-7. XRD diffractograms of uncycled NMFO and NMFO after 200 cycles in the 1.5–4.0 V and 2.0–4.0
V ranges (see Table 3).

Figure 3-8. XRD diffractograms of uncycled NMFNO and NMFNO after 200 cycles in the 1.5–4.0 V and 2.04.0 V ranges
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Crystal lattice parameters from Rietveld refinement of Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.35O2
before cycling, and after 200 cycles
Voltage Range

a = b (Å)

c (Å)

Phase

Uncycled
1.5-4.0 V
2.0-4.0 V

2.925
2.909
2.949

11.274
11.247
11.202

P63/mmc
P63/mmc
P63/mmc

Table 3. Lattice parameters of uncycled cells and cycled cells (upto 200 cycles) of P2-Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.35O2
(NMFO) in 1.5-4.0 V and 2.0-4.0 V range, obtained after fitting results from data in Figure 3-7.

Crystal lattice parameters from Rietveld refinement of uncycled
Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Ni0.125O2, and after 200 cycles.
Voltage Range

a = b (Å)

c (Å)

Phase

Uncycled
1.5-4.0 V
2.0-4.0 V

2.904
2.934
2.918

11.285
11.242
11.206

P63/mmc
P63/mmc
P63/mmc

Table 4. Lattice parameters of uncycled cells and cycled cells (upto 200 cycles) of P2Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Ni0.125O2 (NMNFO) 1.5-4.0 V and 2.0-4.0 V range, obtained after fitting results from data in
Figure 3-8.

capacity retention of NMFO and NMFNO reduces to 66% and 69%, respectively. Thus, we find
the discharge capacity of NMFNO improves over NMFO in the 1.5–4.3 V, 1.5–4.0 V and 2.0–4.0
V ranges. The higher reversible capacity of NMFNO can be due to the better Na diffusion while
intercalation or due to disruption of Na-Na ordering by Ni-substitution in NMFNO. In Figure 310, NMFNO shows a smaller overpotential at the low voltage end in 2.0-4.0 V range, suggesting
a faster Na diffusion rate. To summarize, we find that the capacity retention is more in the voltage
window of 2.0-4.0 V, which avoids structural transitions as well as crystalline degradation.
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Additionally, we report galvanostatic cycling studies up to 200 cycles for the 1.5-4.0 V and 2.04.0 V cycling range and extend the study of Talaie et al. [35].
Figure 3-10 shows galvanostatic cycling curves of NMFO and NMFNO in the 1.5-4.3, 1.54.0, and 2.0-4.0 V ranges. We observe plateaus at 4.3 V in NMFO as well as in NMFNO (Figure
3-10a and 3-10b) in 1.5-4.3 V range. These plateaus can be present due to ordering of Na+
ion/vacancy, oxidation of the transition metal at higher voltages, or the formation of SEI layer
[39]. In the next section, we further discuss the possible SEI layer formation, shown in Figure 311e to 3-11h. Our cycling data confirms NMFNO as an effective cathode for sodium-ion batteries
when cycled in the 2.0-4.0 V range. Both NMFO and NMFNO show polarization at the end of the
discharge profile in all three cycling voltage ranges. The polarization of NMFO is greater than that
of NMFNO. Further research work is in progress to understand the origins of these differences.

3.2.5 Morphology of Cathodes
To further investigate the cause of capacity degradation in cathodes, we performed SEM
on cycled and uncycled cathodes of NMFO and NMFNO to study the morphology changes. Figure
3-11 (c)-(h) shows SEM micrographs of NMFO and NMFNO cathode surfaces before and after
cycling up to 200 cycles in different voltage ranges. In SEM images of as-prepared powdered
cathode materials, shown in figures 3-11a and 3-11b, we observe that both NMFO and NMFCO
are highly crystalline and have particles of average size 2-3 μm. Since both NMFO and NMFNO
have particles of similar size, we conclude that charge diffusion length does not influence cycling
performance or crystal structure differences between NMFO and NMFNO. Figure 3-11e to 3-11h
shows SEM images of surfaces of cathodes of NMFO and NMFNO cycled up to 200 cycles in the
voltage ranges 1.5-4.0 V and 2.0-4.0 V. We observe crack formation in cycled cathodes of both
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NMFO and NMFNO. The uncycled cathodes of NMFO and NMFNO shown in Figure 3-11c and
3-11d display a coarse and grainy texture. On the other hand, the cycled cathodes of NMFO and
NMFNO show less coarseness (see Figure 3-11e, 3-11f, 3-11g, 3-11h). We believe that the
decrease in coarseness of cycled cathodes is due to the formation of a Solid Electrolyte Interface

Figure 3-9. Discharge Capacity and Specific Energy of NMFO and NMFNO cycled in the voltage ranges (a, b)
1.5-4.3 V; (c, d) 1.5-4.0 V; and (e, f) 2.0-4.0 V.
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Figure 3-10. Galvanostatic cycling charge-discharge profiles at 15 mAg-1 (C/10) in the voltage range 1.5-4.3 V
for (a) NMFO and (b) NMFNO cathodes; in the voltage range 1.5-4.0 V for (c) NMFO and (d) NMFNO
cathodes; in the voltage range 2.0-4.0 V for (e) NMFO and (f) NMFNO cathodes.
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(SEI) layer on their surface, revealed in our SEM inages as a matt-like surface layer [40]–[43].
The effect of SEI layer formation on cycling performance of cells has both with both beneficial
and harmful aspects and is an active topic of research in LIBs. The formation of SEI is beneficial
for the cell performance. The SEI layer formation prevents the further reaction of electrolyte with
electrode surface which results in chemical and electrochemical stability of the cell while cycling.
The crack formation in SEI layer, however, can lead to consumption of electrolyte and thereby
leading to an increase in battery resistance and deteriorating cell performance [43].
Change in morphology and the formation of cracks on the cathode surface can also affect
cycling performance of a cell. These morphology changes, also observed in LIBs, are likely due
to the high strain developed due to the continuous expansion and contraction of crystal lattice
during cycling. The expansion/contraction of the crystal lattice axes during repeated Na+
intercalation/de-intercalation stresses the cathode surface and leads to crack formation. The crack
formation can increase interfacial resistance and can also lead to loss of contact of particles with
the current collector, leading to low cyclability. The cracks formed in the SEI layer also expose
more cathode surfaces to electrolyte and leads to further reaction between electrolyte and cathode.
This results in depletion of electrolyte and limits cyclability of a cell. The loss of contact between
particles and cathode cracks is known as delamination. This phenomenon has been observed in
LIBs and can partly explain why the cycling performance of NMFNO does not improves
significantly as compared to NMFO even after the crystal-structure stabilization in NMFNO.

3.2.6 Impedance Measurements
To further study the state of health (SOH) of the cells before and after cycling, we also report
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) study results in the frequency range 0.1 Hz-1000
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kHz. Figure 3-12 shows Nyquist plots of uncycled and cycled cells (after 10 cycles and 200 cycles)
of NMFO and NMFNO. A zoomed-in plot of high frequency data is shown in the inset of Figure
3-12. Basic introduction to this technique and analysis is mentioned in section 2.8. For both NMFO
and NMFNO uncycled cells, two semicircles are observed. The semicircles observed are very
small at high frequencies, whereas are much larger at lower frequencies. These semicircular
features may be associated with charge transfer impedance at the interface between electrode and
electrolyte [9]. We find that uncycled NMFNO cell has lower impedance than uncycled NMFO.
We also note that the difference between NMFNO and NMFO increases with increasing number
of cycles. The depressed semicircle of the NMFO becomes almost twice of that of NMFNO after
200 cycles. This signifies the increase of impedance of NMFO as compared to that of NMFNO.
Figure 3-13 shows a semi-log plot of total impedance Z versus log10 of frequency. It is evident
from this semi-log plot that the total impedance of NMFNO is lower than that of NMFO. We also
notice in this plot that the total impedance of NMFO is higher at all frequencies going from 0 to
200 cycles, whereas the impedance of NMFNO remains roughly unchanged at higher frequencies
between 0 and 200 cycles. The total impedance of NMFO is significantly higher than NMFNO at
lower frequencies. The frequency at which the difference between the total impedance of NMFNO
and NMFO becomes greater increases with increasing cycles. We are exploring the cause of this
difference in impedance by numerical equivalent circuit fitting. We conclude from these
impedance spectroscopy measurements that the health of NMFNO cells after cycling is better than
NMFO cells. Thus, our ac impedance results are in agreement with the crystal structure and
galvanostatic cycling analysis of NMFO and NMFNO cells.
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Figure 3-11. SEM images of as-prepared powder, uncycled, and cycled cathode surfaces of Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.35O2
(NMFO) and Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Ni0.125O2 (NMFNO). (a) NMFO powder as-prepared; (b) NMFNO powder asprepared; (c) uncycled NMFO cathode; (d) uncycled NMFNO cathode; (e) NMFO cathode after 200 cycles in
the 1.5-4.0 V range; (f) NMFNO cathode after 200 cycles in the 1.5-4.0 V range; (g) NMFO cathode after 200
cycles in the 2.0-4.0 V range; (h) NMFNO cathode after 200 cycles in the 2.0-4.0 V range.

3.2.7 Conclusions
We performed galvanostatic, morphology, and impedance studies on pure P2-phase
Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.35O2 (NMFO) and Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Ni0.125O2 (NMFNO). Both NMFO and
NMFNO are characterized by P63/mmc phase. Our Rietveld analysis of XRD patterns of the
NMFNO electrodes charged to 4.3 V and discharged to 1.5 V show an absence of crystal structure
transitions which were observed in NMFO. However, our Rietveld analysis shows the formation
of mixture of two P63/mmc phases with unequal in-plane axes when NMFNO is discharged to 1.5
V. We also observe that c-axis expands, and in-plane axes contract due to sodium deintercalation
during charging, and vice versa due to sodium intercalation during discharging. The c-axis expands
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Figure 3-12. Nyquist plot of NMFO (solid line) and NMFNO (dashed line). Data is shown for uncycled cells
(black), and for cells after 10 cycles (red) and 200 cycles (blue) cycled in the 2-4 V range. All the AC impedance
spectra are obtained by varying frequency from 1000 kHz to 0.1 Hz. Frequencies increase from left to right of
the figure, as in Fig. 3-13.

Figure 3-13. Total impedance versus negative log of frequency of uncycled and cycled (10 cycles, 200 cycles)
cells of NMFO (red triangle) and NMFNO (green circle). In this plot, the frequency decreases from left to right
as in Fig. 3-12.
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during de-intercalation as the screening of electrostatic repulsion between successive oxygen
layers decreases as the sodium ions deintercalated during charging. In this work, we extend the
galvanostatic cycling to 200 cycles. We observe that the cyclability and discharge capacity of
NMFNO remain superior than that of NMFO up to 100 cycles in the 1.5-4.0 V range, and up to
200 cycles in the 2.0-4.0 V range. We conclude from our Rietveld analysis results that the
substitution of Fe with Ni stabilizes the crystal structure of NMFNO during cycling by alleviating
crystal structure transitions observed in the case of NMFO. Morphology studies of cathodes using
Scanning Electron Microscopy after 200 cycles reveal the formation of cracks and a solid
electrolyte interface (SEI) layer; we present our preliminary results here to initiate further detailed
work on Na-ion cathodes. We observe crack formation on the cathode surface. These are similar
to those observed in Li-ion batteries (LIBs). Such crack formation is well-studied in LIBs but not
yet extensively studied in Na-ion batteries. In summary, even though Ni-substitution in NMFO
stabilizes the crystal structure during cycling, the crack formation after 200 cycles leads to the
degradation of cycling performance of cathodes in our results. Given this stabilizing effect of Ni
in NMFO, further work is needed to reduce the crack formation by improving cathode design
which could make NMFNO a promising cathode material for sodium ion batteries.

3.3 P2-Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Co0.125O2 as the Positive Electrode for Na-ion Batteries

3.3.1 Introduction
The study of sodium ion-transition metal oxide cathodes dates back to the earliest research
on lithium and sodium ion batteries, as mentioned in previous sections. Fouassier et al. studied
NaxMO2 with M = Mn, Co, Cr in the 1970s, and Delmas et al. studied the stacking structure of
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such compounds in the 1980s, leading to the Delmas notation for stacking patterns [23], [44]. With
the recent focus on sodium ion batteries due to concerns about the sustainability of lithium
resources, the subject has become popular again, and examples of more recent work using Co as
one of the transition metal ions include studies by Wang et al. and Meng et al. on the phase stability
of sodium cobalt oxide, and a study by Bucher et al. on the relation between morphology and
cycling stability in sodium manganese cobalt oxide [45]–[47].
As described in previous sections, layered cathode materials with transition metals present
in MO6 layers can suffer from Jahn-Teller distortion. Cobalt is known to possess a low-spin cobalt
(II) oxidation state which is Jahn-Teller active [48]. However, at higher voltage, Co generally
oxidizes to 3+ or 4+ oxidation states which are not Jahn-Teller active [29]. The NMFCO structure
we report in this chapter is based on
the idea that Co could help minimize structural distortions in NMFO and thereby, improving the
cyclability of cells.
In addition to studying the effect of Ni substitution in cathode materials, we also studied
the effect of Co substitution on the cyclability and discharge capacity of cathodes. We synthesized
Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Co0.125O2 (NMFCO) to study its cyclability and morphology changes during
cycling. This system is related to P2-type Na0.67Mn0.65Fe0.35O2 (NMFO) which has been studied
by us, and by others [35], [36], [49]. Liu et al. has studied similar composition [50]. Since Co is
costly and toxic, we reduce the amount of Co in NMFCO than used by Liu et al. [50] Since Naion battery research area is still novel, it is important to explore new electrode materials. It is also
important to explore electrode materials which have the promise of reducing negative impact on
the environment. Thus, beyond the basic science information such studies can provide, use of a
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significantly lower amount of Co is worthy of study from the point of view of the severe
environmental impact of the mining, toxicity, and high dollar cost of Cobalt.
In this chapter, we report electrochemical performance, morphology changes, and the
structural evolution during charge/discharge of NMFCO cycled 200 times using Rietveld
refinement of XRD data. We also perform the Electrochemical Impedance spectroscopy (EIS) to
study the state of health (SOH) of cells after cycling. We also report the analysis of Nyquist plots
and the quantitative information about the effects of cycling on different cell components in
equivalent circuit model. Additionally, we compare this with active polarization obtained from
galvanostatic plots to evaluate the internal resistance of our cells. Our study reveals that the internal
resistance of cells due to formation of Solid Electrolyte Interface (SEI) layer on the cathode surface
is lower in NMFCO as compared to NMFO when they are cycled 200 times. Finally, we discuss
factors affecting the changes in morphology of the cathode at the electrode-electrolyte interface
for NMFCO cathodes.

3.3.2 Experimental Details
The target composition, Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Co0.125O2, was synthesized by a solid-state
method. Stoichiometric amounts of Na2CO3 (98% Alfa Aesar), Fe2O3 (99.99% Alfa Aesar), MnO2
(99.9% Alfa Aesar), and CoO were mixed together using a high energy ball mill and then pressed
into pellets. CoO was synthesized by the thermal decomposition of cobalt carbonate. Cobalt
carbonate was kept in a ceramic boat and heated at 500°C for 3 hours in the argon atmosphere.
The furnace was then turned off and cooled to room temperature. Pellets were reacted at 900°C in
air for 12 hours, cooled to 600°C at 5°C/ min, and then quenched in air to room temperature from
600°C. Pellets were then stored inside the glovebox in an ultra-high purity argon atmosphere. XRD
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measurements were performed on Bruker D8 Diffractometer using Cu-Kα radiation. Ni filter was
used to filter Cu-Kβ radiation while performing XRD. The slurry was prepared with an 8:1:1
weight ratio of active material; carbon black (C65); and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) in Nmethyl-pyrrolidone (NMP, 99.5% Sigma Aldrich). The slurry was then coated on aluminum foil
used as a current collector with a loading mass of 4-5 mg/cm-2 to fabricate cathodes. The cathodes
were dried in a vacuum oven at 60°C. The electrolyte was prepared with 1 M solution of sodium
perchlorate (NaClO4, 99.8% Sigma Aldrich) dissolved in a 1:1 by volume mixture of ethylene
carbonate (EC) and diethylcarbonate (DEC). 2032 assembly coins cells were fabricated inside the
glove box filled with ultra-high purity argon and having oxygen content less than 1 ppm.
Electrochemical performance of the NMFCO cathodes was analyzed using CR2032 coin cell
assembly. We also performed studied the morphology of uncycled and cycled cathodes. As
described in previous sections, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was performed on a JEOL
JSM-6460 LV scanning electron microscope. We also performed an Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy (EIS) study to further assess SOH of the cells. We performed EIS on uncycled cells
and cells cycled for 10 and 200 times, using an AutoLab PGSTAT30 potentiostat from Metrohm
with Nova 1.7 software. The EIS was performed in the 1000 kHz to 0.1 Hz frequency range with
logarithmic frequency steps, and an AC excitation signal of 10 mV.

3.3.3 Structural Transitions
The XRD diffractogram and the Rietveld analysis of synthesized cathode material confirms
an undistorted P2 crystal structure (space group P63/mmc) of the sample. No impurity peaks or
second phases are detected in the diffraction patterns. The P2 structure (Figure 3-15) can be
described as a stack of edge-sharing MO6 layers accommodating two different prismatic sodium
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sites in between, Nae and Naf, which share edges and faces, respectively, with the MO6 octahedra
[37].
The ex-situ XRD was performed on cycled cathodes by stopping charge cycling at different
charge and discharge voltages to study the crystal structure changes during the sodium
insertion/extraction processes. To perform XRD on cycled cathodes, the coin cells were opened
inside the glove box. The cathodes were then taken out and washed with DMC solution to remove
electrolyte from the surface. The cathodes were soaked in DMC solution for 24 hours and dried at
50°C inside the vacuum chamber. The XRD was performed in an airtight XRD holder to prevent
the exposure of cathodes to air. Figure 3-14a shows the XRD of NMFCO cathode material charged
and discharged at different voltages (also see Table 5). During the first 10 cycles, the cells were
charged to 4.3 V and discharged to 1.5 V. Their cycling was stopped at various charge and
discharge voltages at the 11th cycle. We observe the structural transition to the Z/OP4 phase at 4.3
V, and to the Cmcm phase at 1.5 V are absent in Co-substituted NMFCO. However, these
transitions are observed by us in NMFO by us and other authors [34], [35], [49]. We observe
through Rietveld analysis that NMFCO maintains its pristine P2 crystal structure upon charging to
4.3 V. New peaks are observed near the (102), (103), and (104) peaks in NMFCO at 1.5 V
discharge. We interpret this as the formation of a new phase with same crystal structure and
symmetry, but with different crystalline axes, a = b. Figure 3-14b shows Rietveld refinement of
this two-phase mixture. The additional shoulder peaks are fitted with another P63/mmc phase, with
a' = b' = 3.076 Å.
In contrast with this result, Liu et al. do not observe a phase transition at 1.5 V discharge
voltage [50]. Additional effort in fitting the XRD diffractogram at 1.5 V discharge voltage with
Cmcm phase, following up the Rietveld analysis performed by Boisse et al. for P2-NaxMn1/2Fe1/2O2
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discharged to 1.5 V, led to an alternative result [32]. The shoulder peaks formed at 1.5 V discharge
can be fitted well both with the mixture of two P63/mmc phases and the Cmcm phase. At the time
of writing of this dissertation, it remains unclear to us as to whether what is forming is a mixture
of two P63/mmc phases or a Cmcm phase. Some of this is limited by the signal-to-noise quality
accessible to a lab-based X-ray diffractometer such as the Bruker D8 and Linxeye detector. Further
research and analysis, perhaps using a synchrotron source, which can help improve signal-to-noise,
is needed to determine which of the two phases is forming at 1.5 V discharge voltage. We also
need to follow up this work with “operando” or true in situ experiments.
Broadly speaking, our data reveals a degradation of crystalline quality at high (4.3 V) and
low (1.5 V) voltage in NMFCO as the XRD peaks broaden even though the crystal structure
transitions are suppressed. Table 5 shows the changes in lattice parameters of NMFCO during
cycling obtained after Rietveld analysis of the XRD diffractograms measured at different voltages.
As the cell charge to higher voltages, the c-axis increases due to de-intercalation of Na ions from
prismatic sites. As the sodium ions de-intercalate from sites, the screening effect decreases and
the repulsion between oxygen layers increases and results in the expansion of c-axis [35], [51].
The in-plane a and b axis decrease due to the oxidation of transition elements sitting inside the
MO6 octahedron.
A comment is in order on the subject of the Jahn-Teller effect, because cobalt possesses an
oxidation state that is strongly Jahn-Teller active. The Jahn-Teller effect occurs in a molecular
system when there is a degenerate electronic state, and results in a distortion that reduces the
symmetry and energy of the system. This can result in a lengthening or shortening of different
bonds. It is an important consideration in battery electrodes because of the possibility that this
distortion will aid or inhibit the diffusion of ions during charge-discharge cycling. The strongly
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Jahn-Teller active cobalt state is low-spin cobalt (II). In the case of NMFCO, the cobalt will be
oxidized to the +3 or +4 state. Because of this, we don’t expect any Jahn-Teller distortion to occur

Figure 3-14. (a) XRD diffractograms of NMFCO cathode material charged and discharged at different voltages
(also see Table 5) during cycling in the voltage range 1.5-4.3 V. (b) XRD diffractogram of NMFCO at 1.5 V. Red
curve is the Rietveld fit and blue points are the XRD data points.
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Crystal lattice parameters from Rietveld refinement of
Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Co0.125O2 during cycling
Voltage (V)

a = b (Å)

c (Å)

Phase

Uncycled
3 V Charge
4 V Charge
4.3 V Charge
3.5 V Discharge

2.900
2.886
2.875
2.856
2.877
2.953
3.076

11.329
11.349
11.402
11.399
11.392
11.084
11.084

P63/mmc
P63/mmc
P63/mmc
P63/mmc
P63/mmc

1.5 V Discharge

P63/mmc

Table 5. Evolution of lattice parameters of P2-type NMFCO at different voltages during cycling in the 1.5-4.3
V range. These are fitting results from the data in Figure 3-14.

Figure 3-15. XRD diffractogram of uncycled and cycled Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Co0.125O2 after 200 cycles in the 1.54.0 V and 2.0-4.0 V ranges.
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in NMFCO, in contrast to some other materials in the sodium-transition metal-oxide families that
have elements with multiple Jahn-Teller-active modes. Figure 3-15 shows the crystal lattice
parameters of uncycled P2-type NMFCO, together with results after 200 cycles, in the 1.5-4.0 V
and 2.0-4.0 V ranges. It is important to note that although we find a suppression of mid-cycle
crystal structure changes in NMFCO when compared with NMFO, both cathode types revert to
their pristine P2-type crystal structure in the open-circuit state following 200 cycles.

3.3.4 Results from Electrochemistry and Galvanostatic measurements
We also examine the impact of Co substitution on cycling performance, discharge capacity and
specific energy of cathodes. Figure 3-16 shows the discharge capacity and specific energy of
NMFCO and NMFO cathodes during constant current charging and discharging in the 1.5-4.3 V,
1.5-4.0 V, and 2.0-4.0 V range. These three voltage windows mentioned above are selected to
allow as well as avoid crystalline degradation and crystal structure transitions [35]. In each voltage
range, the first two formation cycles are at C/20 rate (0.047 mA) and the remaining cycles are at
C/10 rate (0.0945 mA). In 1.5-4.3 V range, we observed that NMFCO has capacity of around 195
mAh/g and better cyclability than NMFO. We were not able to cycle the cells beyond 40 cycles in
1.5-4.3 V range possibly due to electrolyte degradation. In the 1.5-4.3 V range, cathode undergoes
structural transitions. NMFCO displays a first-cycle specific energy of 520 Whg-1, compared with
470 Whg-1 for NMFO in the voltage range 1.5–4.3V. We cycled NMFCO and NMFO up to 200
times in the 1.5-4.0 V, and 2.0-4.0 V voltage ranges. NMFCO retains 71% capacity as compared
to NMFO which retains 55% capacity after 200 cycles in the voltage range 1.5-4 V. NMFCO
retains 66% capacity while NMFO retains 64.76% capacity after 200 cycles in the voltage range
2.0-4.0 V. Thus, we conclude that the discharge capacity of NMFCO improves over NMFO in the
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1.5-4.3 V, 1.5-4.0 V, and 2.0-4.0 V voltage ranges. Liu et al report that Na2/3Mn½Fe¼Co¼O2 has
higher discharge capacity as compared with other P2-type layered cathode materials [50]. Our
results reveal that NMFCO has high energy capacity, but after a few cycles discharge capacity of
Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Co0.125O2 is nearly equal to P2- Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Ni0.125O2.

Figure 3-16. Discharge Capacity and Specific Energy of NMFO and NMFCO cycled in the voltage ranges (a,
b) 1.5-4.3 V; (c, d) 1.5-4.0 V; and (e, f) 2.0-4.0 V.
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Figure 3-17 shows the cycling curves of NMFCO cycled in the voltage ranges 1.5-4.3 V,
1.5-4.0 V, and 2.0-4.0 V. The plateaus observed in 1.5-4.3 V range near 3.75 V are absent in 1.54.0 V and 2.0-4.0 V range. The plateaus observed in 1.5-4.3 V range are due to the presence of
structural transitions. As evident from the cycling curves, the internal resistance of NMFCO is less
as compared with NMFO.
We also analyzed the initial slope from galvanostatic results shown in Figure 3-17 to
compare the internal resistance of the cells during cycling [52]. The initial slope in galvanostatic
cycling curves characterizes active polarization at cathode surface which arises due to the charge
transfer process at electrode-electrolyte interface [52]. Figure 3-18 shows the initial slope of
galvanostatic discharge curves plotted for all 200 cycles for NMFO and NMFCO cathodes. We
find that general trends between NMFO and NMFCO do not significantly change for other
reasonable choices of energy capacity range. The linear region used to find the initial slope was
chosen to be in the 0 - 3.6 mAhg-1 energy capacity range. Extreme outliers, attributed to voltage
fluctuations, are not shown in the figure.
An inspection of the initial slope of NMFCO shown in Figure 3-18 immediately reveals
that the internal resistance of NMFCO is less as compared with NMFO. Thus, we conclude that
the active polarization of NMFCO is less than that of NMFO. This is due to the reduced kinetic
hindrance to the charge transfer process at the cathode-electrolyte interface in the case of NMFCO
[52]. This kinetic hindrance to charge transfer presents itself as an increase of the total internal
resistance of the cell, as demonstrated by our analysis and modeling of the Electrochemical
Impedance Spectroscopy discussed in later sections. Therefore, we conclude that the internal
resistance of NMFCO is less than NMFO, indicating that the state of health of the NMFCO cells
is superior to that of NMFO.
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We observe that the size of the error bars in Figure 3-18 increases beyond 20 cycles in
Figure 3-18a, and beyond 100 cycles in Figure 3-18b. This may happen due to a deviation from
linearity of the initial slope of the galvanostatic curve which indicates a change in nature of the
resistive element of the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3-20. The error bars in NMFO increase
early than NMFCO during cycling as shown in Figure 3-18. This is because the degradation of
NMFO cathode earlier than NMFCO when cycled repeatedly. We will describe the effect of this
on the equivalent circuit in a separate paper [53]. We conclude from Figure 3-18 that the active
polarization and equivalent internal resistance of NMFCO is less than that of NMFO. This implies
that NMFCO cells maintain superior state of health when compared with NMFO cells.

3.3.5 Morphology of Cathodes
To further investigate the cause of capacity degradation in NMFCO cathodes, we
performed SEM on cycled and uncycled NMFCO in the voltage range 1.5-4.0 V as shown in Figure
3-19. We observed cracks on surface in the cathodes cycled in 1.5-4.0 V and 2.0-4.0 V range. We
observed cracks on surface in the cathodes cycled in 1.5-4.0 V range. The effect of crack formation
on battery performance has been extensively studied in Li-ion batteries, but not much in the case
of Na-ion batteries [49]. High strain developed in the crystal lattice during intercalation and
deintercalation of sodium ions during cycling could lead to crack formation on cathode’s surface.
The unit cell volume decreases from 95.28 Å3 for uncycled cells to 93.91 Å3 for cells that are
charged to 4 V. The unit cell’s volume change due to deintercalation of Na ions can lead to crack
formation. The formation of cracks also causes interfacial resistance which leads to the decrease
in discharge capacity. The cracks also lead to more consumption of electrolyte and thus limit
cyclability of a cell. We also observe that the surface of uncycled NMFCO cathode surface is
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grainy as shown in Figure 3-19a. However, the surface of the cycled cathodes is not grainy as
shown in Figure 3-19b and Figure 3-19c. This indicates the formation of a matt-like deposition, a
solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer on the surface of cycled cathode. SEI layer is formed due to
the interfacial chemical reactions between electrolyte and electrodes. The formation of cracks in
cycled cathodes leads to electrolyte depletion as the electrolyte seeps into the cracks and further
reacts with cathode material. As a result, the electrolyte depletion limits battery performance.

3.3.6 Impedance Measurements
We also performed electrochemical impedance measurements on uncycled and cathodes
cycled 10 and 200 times. Freshly prepared cells have less impedance as compared to the cycled
ones as shown in Figure 3-20a and 3-20b. The same cells were used for the uncycled and 10 cycle
tests and a different cell was used for the 200 cycle test for both NMFO and NMFCO. Figure 320a shows Nyquist plots which display in phase and out of phase component of impedance. The
frequency of plot decreases as real impedance (resistance) increases. We observe that the size of
depressed semicircle at high frequencies, associated with the formation of an SEI layer, increases
for NMFO as well as NMFCO as cycling is increased [54], [55]. Semicircles in the 1 kHz - 10
mHz frequency range are thought to correspond to the charge-transfer processes from the
electrolyte to the cathode. The frequency range < 10 mHz is characterized by diffusion processes
in the electrodes [56]. Figure 3-20b shows the total impedance versus the logarithm of frequency.
We observe that the total impedance of NMFO is much greater than NMFCO at lower frequencies.
This can be associated with the greater emergence with cycling of some capacitive element in
NMFO, compared to NMFCO.
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To further understand the electrochemistry, and the State of Health (SoH), of our cells, we
modeled equivalent circuits using the impedance spectra for both NMFO and NMFCO. Our group
developed an equivalent circuit modeling program in Python. This modeling begins with an
examination of the impedance spectrum to determine the number and type of the circuit elements
that are likely to factor into the model. Starting with an initial estimate of the values for each circuit
element based on the size and shape of the Nyquist plot, the program generates a best fit for the
circuit elements modeled in Figure 8c. Our cells were effectively modelled by three pairs of a
resistor in parallel with a constant-phase element (CPE), and a separate CPE and a resistor in series
with them. The simulated dataset agreed well with the measured impedance versus frequency data
for our cells. A CPE is a circuit element used to describe capacitance in real electrochemical
systems. It is used to describe an imperfect capacitor that does not have a fixed boundary due to
the porosity of the cathode material. The impedance of CPE by itself results in a straight line. A
parallel combination of CPE and a resistor leads to a semicircular feature in cell’s impedance in
the Nyquist plot. A semicircle or the straight-line “tail” of the Nyquist plot at low frequencies,
could not always be fitted reliably in some cells. Hence, we did not fit it with a separate CPE or
resistor-CPE circuit loop. For this reason, the first resistor-CPE loop and the separate CPE are
excluded from the fit for some cells and the parameters corresponding to them are left blank in
Table 6. We use the following definitions to describe Nyquist plots:
R, CPE Loop 1 (high frequency)

f > ~100Hz

R, CPE Loop 2 (mid frequency)

~1Hz < f < ~100Hz

R, CPE Loop 3 (low frequency)

100 < f < 1,000 mHz

Here, f denotes the frequency at the peak of the semicircle. The impedance behavior of a cell is
modeled by a parallel combination of resistor and CPE. The resistor models the charge-transfer
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Figure 3-17. Cycling curves of NMFCO cathodes cycled in the voltage ranges 1.5-4.3 V, 1.5-4 V and 2-4 V range.
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Figure 3-18. Initial slope of galvanostatic discharge curves as a function of cycle number. The data was obtained
from our galvanostatic charge-discharge measurements, including data shown in Figure 3 for different cycle
numbers, for NMFO and NMFCO cathodes in the (a) 1.5-4.3 V, (b) 1.5-4.0 V and (c) 2.0-4.0 V ranges. Points
depict best fit slopes in the 0-3.6 mAhg-1 energy capacity range.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3-19. SEM images of Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Co0.125O2 (NMFCO) cathode surfaces as prepared, and after
cycling. (a) uncycled cathode; (b) After 200 cycles in the 1.5–4.0 V range; (c) After 200 cycles in the 1.5-4.0 V
range.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3-20. (a) AC impedance spectra of NMFO (dashed line) and NMFCO (solid line). Data is shown for
uncycled cells (black), and for cells after 10 cycles (red) and 200 cycles (blue) cycled in the 2-4 V range. All the
spectra are obtained by varying frequency from 1000 kHz to 0.1 Hz. (b) Total impedance of uncycled and cycled
(10 cycles, 200 cycles) cells of NMFO (red triangle) and NMFCO (green circle) as a function of negative log of
frequency. (c) Equivalent circuit diagram obtained after analysis of impedance spectra of cycled and uncycled
NMFCO and NMFO half cells.
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resistance of sodium ions entering the electrolyte region and the CPE models the capacitive
behavior due the formation of the SEI double layer. The impedance Z, of a CPE, is given by 1/Z
= Q0(ωi)n. Here, Q0 is the analog of capacitance for the CPE with units sn/Ω, not Farad (F = s/Ω).
Here, n = 0 describes a pure resistor and n = 1 describes an ideal capacitor. The phase of the
impedance of a CPE is given by –(90*n)°, where 0 ≤ n ≤ 1. In table 6, resistances are given in Ω,
Q0 in sn/Ω, and n is dimensionless. Table 6 shows resistor-CPE values which are obtained after
fitting Nyquist plots for cycled and uncycled NMFCO and NMFO cells. We analyzed these

NMFCO
Uncycled

R

Q0

n

Resistor-CPE
1
R Q0
n

13

--

--

37

NMFCO 28
10 cycles
NMFCO 72
200
cycles
NMFO 11
Uncycled

0.78

6.0*
10-6

0.81

0

151

--

--

Resistor-CPE
3
R Q0
n

Z′

276

3.8*
10-3

0.77

--

--

364

6.1*
10-6

0.73

--

--

28

3.3*
10-5

0.66

58

3.0*
10-5

0.64

192

3.5*
10-5

0.86

517

98

6.8*
10-3

0.71

298

4.6*
10-5

0.83

689

--NMFO 20
10 cycles
NMFO 30 7.38* 0.70
10-3
200
cycles

100

7.1*
10-5

Resistor-CPE
2
R Q0
n

1.8*
10-5

0.85

0

166

6.3*
10-5

0.83

888

0

--

--

275

3.7*
10-3
--

0.86

242

-445

2.8*
10-3

0.86

878

1.7*
10-3
2.8*
10-3

0.89

279

0.93

543

0.48

1163

5.8*
10-5

Table 6: Values for R, Q0, and n obtained from fitting. The fit did not yield certain parameters; these entries

are left blank. Resistances are given in Ω, Q0 in sn/Ω, and n is dimensionless. Z′ is based on the resistance up to
the lowest measured frequency. The R values reported for Resistor-CPE loops are, in some cases, extrapolated
below the measured frequency.
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parameters to understand the state of health of cells. The data for uncycled and 10 cycles is from
same set of cells. However, the data for 200 cycles is from a separate set of cells. All the uncycled
and cycled cells (10 cycles, 200 cycles) were fabricated and cycled in the same way.
Table 7 shows the values of Ceff and time constants τ = RCeff for the resistor-CPE
combinations and the separate CPE. We obtained these values by using the equation given by Hsu
and Mansfeld, and others, Z(CPE) = Q0-1(jω)-n for a resistor CPE combination where Q0C = τn and
τ = RC. The effective capacitance was given as Ceff = Q01/nR(1-n)/n, with R the fitted value for the
resistor-CPE combination (the width of the semicircle) and NMFCO in the uncycled cells [57]–
[59].

NMFCO
Uncycled

Resistor-CPE 1
Ceff
τ
1.3*
4.8*
10-5
10-4

Resistor-CPE 2
Ceff
τ
---

NMFCO
10 cycles
NMFCO
200 cycles
NMFO
Uncycled
NMFO
10 cycles
NMFO
200 cycles

1.1*
10-6
6.4*
10-7
9.0*
10-7
8.4*
10-7
5.8*
10-3

6.3*
10-6
2.5*
10-5
--

9.5*
10-4
4.1*
10-3
--

1.6*
10-5
1.9*
10-5

3.1*
10-3
5.7*
10-3

1.1*
10-4
2.3*
10-4
2.5*
10-5
4.9*
10-5
0.57

Resistor-CPE 3
Ceff
τ
3.7*
1.0
10-3
--

--

3.2*
10-3
1.5*
10-3
2.9*
10-3
1.8*
10-6

2.9
0.41
1.5
1.2*
10-3

Table 7: Values for Ceff and τ obtained from the values for R, Q0, and n in Table 3. The units are R in Ω, Ceff
in F, and τ in seconds.

After 10 cycles, we observe a mid-frequency semicircle yielding R = 151 Ω in NMFCO,
with a near-constant phase when compared with the low-frequency semicircle in the uncycled cell.
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For NMFO, we observe a mid-frequency semicircle with R = 192 Ω after 10 cycles. In addition,
we find a low-frequency semicircle with R = 517 Ω. Both these semicircles for NMFO display a
phase nearly equal to that of the low-frequency semicircle of the uncycled cell. We note that the
mid- and low-frequency semicircles are about an order of magnitude apart in peak frequency and
significantly overlap for the cycled cells with very similar phases. We therefore associate both
semicircles with CTK.
Previous authors relate the high-frequency semicircles to SEI layer in Li-ion cathodes.
Deng et al. and Nagasubramanian report that the contribution to increase in cell impedance is
mostly from the cathode and from anode is negligible [54], [55], [60]–[63]. Also, all our cells were
measured under the same conditions and Na anode was used for all our cells. Therefore, we are
confident that our comparison of impedance to evaluate cathode performance is meaningful. We
characterize resistor-CPE loop 1 as the fit of the high frequency semicircle. For both NMFO and
NMFCO, R increases and Q0 decreases after 10 cycles, with the phase staying almost same. We
interpret that this is due to the growth of the SEI layer with cycling.
Charge transfer kinetics (CTK) can give information about accessibility of electrolyte to
cathode for motion of ions across its surface. Previous authors report that semicircular features at
mid and low frequency region in Nyquist plots can give information charge transfer resistance.
The semicircles in the 100-1000 mHz range are above 10 mHz region which is associated with
diffusion processes. We observe a semicircle at low frequency which gives R ~ 275 Ω for both
uncycled NMFO and NMFCO as shown in Table 6 and Figure 3-20a. We observe that the midfrequency semicircle yields R = 151 Ω after 10 cycles, with nearly constant phase when compared
with the low-frequency semicircle in the uncycled NMFCO cell. We observe a mid-frequency
semicircle with R = 192 Ω after 10 cycles and an additional low-frequency semicircle with R =
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517 Ω for NMFO. We also observe that peak frequency of mid- and low-frequency semicircles is
an order of magnitude apart and notably overlap for the cycled cells having similar phases.
Therefore, we associate both semicircles with CTK.
Internal resistance Z′ of a cell is generally dominated by CTK. The CTK
deteriorates with cycling and leads to an increase in internal resistance of a cell. Table 6 reports
the total internal resistance, Z′, which is measured at the lowest measured frequency. We observe
from Table 6 and Fig. 3-20(a) that the increase in Z′ for NMFO cells when cycled 200 times is
15% greater than that of NMFCO. Our galvanostatic cycling results shown in Figure 3-18
corroborate this increase in Z′, where we find that the initial slope of the galvanostatic plots, which
represents interfacial resistance, increases with cycling. An extrapolation beyond the measured
frequency range to complete a semi-circle at lower frequency in NMFO at 200 cycles would lead
to a larger resistive component in NMFO in comparison with NMFCO at 200 cycles. Hence, we
conclude that performance of NMFCO is better than NMFO at maintaining lower Z′ up to 200
cycles.
The low-frequency impedance is fitted with a Warburg element (a CPE with a phase of
45°, or 0.5 in our units of n). A Warburg impedance element is used to model linear diffusion for
which the phase angle is a constant 45° and independent of frequency. We observe that the NMFO
impedance fit requires an additional low-frequency resistor-CPE loop after 10 cycles and the
NMFCO impedance fit requires an extra CPE (n = 0.77).
We conclude that an SEI layer is formed at the cathode-electrolyte interface for NMFCO.
The SEI layer formed has lower resistance and does not deteriorate with cycling. Thus, the lowresistance SEI layer helps form a better contact with the electrolyte and effectively decreases the
internal resistance of the battery. We conclude that NMFCO undergoes a small increase in total
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internal resistance as compared to NMFO when cycled 200 times. Therefore, our analysis shows
that NMFCO is a good candidate for sodium-ion batteries.

3.3.7 Conclusions
We synthesized P2-Na0.67Mn0.625 Fe0.25Co0.125O2 (NMFCO) cathode with P63/mmc phase.
We performed crystal structure stabilization, morphology and electrochemical studies on P2Na0.67Mn0.625 Fe0.25Co0.125O2 (NMFCO). Detailed Rietveld analysis of XRD patterns of the
NMFCO electrode at different charge and discharge voltages reveals an absence of crystal
structure transitions which were observed in NMFO. In particular, we do not observe Z/OP4 phase
formation in NMFCO at 4.3 V charge voltage. Our Rietveld analysis of NMFCO discharged to 1.5
V reveals a mixture of two P63/mmc phases with unequal in-plane axes. We include an additional
observation from our Rietveld fitting results that the additional features in XRD could also be
interpreted as the formation of a Cmcm phase. We also observe an expansion of the c-axis
parameter and a reduction of in-plane axes during cycling. Our impedance analysis shows NMFCO
has higher impedance than NMFO. Further, we also observe crack formation in the cathodes after
200 cycles which can be due to intercalation and deintercalation of sodium ions. The crack
formation leads to electrolyte depletion and affects the cyclability of cells. Further research work
is needed to improve the cathode design to prevent crack formation. Detailed electrochemical
impedance analysis reveals that the internal resistance of NMFCO does not increase much with
cycling in contrast with NMFO. Therefore, we conclude that Na0.67Mn0.625 Fe0.25Co0.125O2
(NMFCO) is the potential candidate for the sodium-ion batteries.
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Chapter 4. Topological Insulators

4.1 Introduction
Topological insulators have gained enormous interest in the recent years. Topological
insulators are materials with insulating bulk and conducting surface or edge states. Topological
insulators (TIs) have gapless surface or edge states protected by time reversal symmetry [64]–[68].
They possess gapless surface or edge states with spin momentum locked energy dispersion as shown
in Figure 4-1. In a topological insulator, spin–orbit coupling causes an insulating material to acquire
protected edge or surface states that are similar in nature to edge states in the quantum Hall effect.
The electronic states responsible for this motion are chiral in the sense that they propagate in one
direction only along the edge. Electrons moving in +k direction have spins pointing to one direction
while those moving in -k have spins pointing in the opposite direction. If there is no time-reversal
symmetry breaking mechanism in the material such as sample specific disorders or magnetic fields,
the spins cannot be flipped from +k to −k due to spin-momentum locking, i.e. electron backscattering cannot occur. Topological insulating states have been found in Bi2Se3, Sb2Te3, and Bi1xSbx

[69]–[71]. In the bulk of a non-interacting topological insulator, the electronic band structure

resembles an ordinary band insulator, with the Fermi level falling between the conduction and
valence bands. On the surface of a topological insulator there are special states that fall within the
bulk energy gap and allow metallic conduction on the surface.

4.1.1 The quantum Hall state
The topological insulators are closely related to two-dimensional integer quantum Hall
state having edge states [64]. The outer electrons are pinned by their atoms in insulators. An energy
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Figure 4-1. Spin momentum locked energy dispersion in topological insulators. Adapted from reference [72].

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4-2. (a) An atomic insulator (b) Band structure of an insulator (c) Skipping circular orbits along the
edges of sample (d) Edge states crossing band gap in quantum Hall state.
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gap is present at all values of momentum as shown in Figure 4-2b and 4-2d. In quantum Hall effect,
external magnetic field and low temperature is needed. In the presence of magnetic field, the
electrons’ circular orbits lead to quantized Landau levels with energy En = (n+1/2)ℏNL where NL is
the cyclotron frequency. The electrons in the bulk revolve in cyclotron orbits while the electrons near
the edges hop in semi-circular orbits along the edges as shown in Figure 4-2c. This results in edge
states crossing the bulk energy gap carrying counterpropagating currents of spin up and spin down
electrons (Figure 4-2d). The quantized Hall conductivity is given by m

= n

⁄ℎ, where N is the

number of Landau levels. The Hall conductivity is odd with respect to time reversal symmetry. Time
reversal symmetry needs to be broken to obtain non-zero total conductance. Due to the presence of
magnetic field, the time reversal symmetry is broken in this system.

4.1.2 The quantum spin Hall (QSH) State
A Quantum Spin Hall state was first suggested theoretically by Kane and Mele in graphene [73].
The 2D topological insulator is also known as a quantum spin Hall insulator. QSH is the special
case of quantum hall effect without the application of external magnetic field. In this case, spin
orbit coupling (SOC) plays an important part and the resulting current on the surface is spin current
and not the normal electron current. The up spin moves in one direction while the down spin moves
in opposite direction as shown in Figure 4-3a. The QSH state preserves T symmetry and examines
its effect on spin 1/2 systems. The chiral motion up and down spins at the edge states have Hall
currents that flow in opposite directions in the presence of applied electric field. Therefore, the net
Hall conductivity is zero, but there is a non-zero quantized spin Hall conductivity, given as: q↑ −
q↓ = m / where m / =

⁄2-. Figure 4-3b shows the edge states dispersion in quantum spin Hall
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state in which opposite spins propagate in opposite directions.
(a)

(b)

Figure 4-3. (a) Motion of spin up and spin down electrons along the edges in the quantum spin Hall insulator.
(b) The edge state dispersion in quantum spin Hall insulators.

4.1.3 Time Reversal Symmetry
Time reversal symmetry is needed to obtain topological states. Time reversal symmetry is
represented by anti-unitary operator T, where t2 = −1 for half spin particles. Under time reversal
symmetry, t → -t, x → x, p → -p, and tu(k)t−1 = H(-k) [74]. Time reversal symmetry is

represented by an antiunitary operator Θ = exp(iπSy/ℎ)K, where Sy is the spin operator and K is
complex conjugation operator. For spin 1/2 electrons, Θ = −1 and anti-unitarity of Θ yields w

x|tx >= 0 where |tx > is a time reversed state. This implies that all eigenstates of a T invariant
Hamiltonian are at least twofold degenerate, and the states are orthogonal. This is known as
Kramer’s theorem.

4.1.4 Topological Number
A material’s topological distinctness is determined by a topologically invariant quantity
such as the Chern number. To define the Chern number, let us first consider a Bloch Hamiltonian
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u(z) with the crystal momentum k. The eigenstates are given as follows:
u(z)|xU (z) >= {U (z)|xU (z) >

(4.1)

0U (z) = | w xU (})|~• xU (}) >

(4.2)

The Berry connection 0U (z) which measures the change in wave function in the momentum space
is given as:

and the field strength, fW]U (z), is given as:

(U)
(U)
fW]U (z) = ~•€ 0•• (}) − ~•• 0•€ (})

(4.3)

The Chern number of the nth band for 2D system is now defined as:
(U)

)ℎ[

=

1
‚ ƒ} ƒ} f U (z),
2-

(4.4)

where the integration is performed over whole Brillouin zone. The above integral is non-zero for
non-trivial topologies. The Chern number is zero for trivial topologies. The Berry phase, „, is
similarly defined as the line integral of 0U (z) given as:
„ = ‚ ƒ} 0U (z)

(4.5)

The Berry phase is 0 or 2- for conventional metals and - for non-trivial topologies [75], [76].

4.1.5 Topological Crystalline Insulators (TCIs)
4.1.5.1 TCIs with rotational symmetry
The idea of topological crystalline insulators was first introduced theoretically by Fu et al.
[77] Fu et al. considered system with C4 rotational symmetry and spinless electrons which implies
that Θ2 = 1. Θ2 should be equal to -1 so that |n⟩ and Θ|n⟩ are different states with two-fold
degeneracy. Therefore, in systems with integer spin, time-reversal symmetry alone does not
guarantee topological states. It turns out that a combination of time-reversal symmetry and crystal
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symmetry leads to topological states in such systems [77], [78]. A system in which topologically
protected states result from a combination of time reversal symmetry and crystal symmetry is
called a topological crystalline insulator. A TCI cannot be adiabatically deformed to an atomic
insulator while preserving certain crystal symmetry. Only some surfaces will support gapless
states. Surfaces with low symmetry do not have robust surface states. Consider the Bloch wave
functions given as:
†‡U (z) > =

Wz.ˆ

†xU (z) >

(4.6)

Together with time-reversal symmetry, the Hamiltonian satisfies the following relations:
u‰} , } , }Š ‹ = Œu‰} , −} , }Š ‹Œ

[

(4.7)

and
u(z) = Θu(−z)Θ

[

(4.8)

Ž ≡ UΘ, because
a doublet gives rise to an effective Kramer’s theorem with respect to the operator Θ

Ž = -1 where U =
Θ

W•• V⁄‘

is the C4 rotational operator. Θ = 1 for integer spin systems is already

mentioned above. The topological nature of a spinless, time-reversal invariant (TRI) insulator with
C4 symmetry can be understood in the following way. There are four C4-invariant momenta ki in
the three-dimensional (3D) BZ of the system. They are Γ = (0, 0, 0), M = (π, π, 0), A = (π, π, π),
and Z = (0, 0, π). At these points, H(ki) commutes with the unitary operator U representing a C4
rotation. Hence, the energy states at ki can be chosen to be eigenstates of fourfold rotation with
Ž = UΘUΘ = −1, where we have used that the rotation
eigenvalues 1, −1, i, and −i. This gives Θ
operator U squares to −1 with eigenvalues ±i. We do not have an effective Kramer’s theorem for
bands with rotation eigenvalues ±1, because the corresponding rotation operator would square to
+1.
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4.1.5.2 Systems with mirror symmetry
SnTe is a topological crystalline insulator in which topological states are protected by the
mirror symmetry. SnTe was theoretically identified as a TCI by Hseih et al. [79] In SnTe, band
inversion occurs at high-symmetry L points of the bulk Brillouin zone. Tanaka et al. performed
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements around X point on the surface
Brillouin zone which corresponds to projection of the L point of the bulk Brillouin zone on (001)
surface of SnTe [80]. It is at the L points where the direct bulk band gap resides, and the band
inversion takes place [80]. Figure 4-4a shows the bulk Brillouin zone of SnTe (red lines) and the
corresponding (001) surface Brillouin zone (blue lines). The shaded green plane is (110) mirror
plane. Figure 4-4b shows the energy distribution measured along ΓX direction. The band

dispersion along ΓX cut is linear. The top of this Dirac band touches Fermi energy and is slightly

away from the X point. The point where the top of the Dirac band is located is called Λ point. The

band dispersion shows maxima on both sides of the X point, labelled as Λ[ and Λ for the first and

second surface Brillouin zones, respectively. Figure 4-4c shows the ARPES intensity measured at
T = 30 K with photon energies 92 eV and 87.5 eV at Λ point.
The topological crystalline insulators are defined by another topological invariant known as
mirror Chern number. M2 = -1 for ½ spin electrons. Therefore, the Bloch Hamiltonian decomposes
into two blocks with mirror eigenvalues m = +i and m = -i. The mirror Chern number is defined
as: e’ = (e“W + e W )⁄2, where e“W and e

W

are Chern numbers associated +i and -i eigenstates,

respectively [79]. A non-zero mirror Chern number defines a topological crystalline insulator with
mirror symmetry.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-4. (a) The bulk Brillouin zone of SnTe (red lines) and the corresponding (001) surface Brillouin zone
(blue lines). The shaded green plane is (001) mirror plane. (b) Energy distribution measured along ΓX direction.
(c) ARPES intensity measured at T = 30 K with various photon energies at Λ point. [80]

Similar band dispersion is also observed for Pb1-xSnxTe and Pb1-xSnxSe [81]–[83].
However, PbTe and PbSe which are isostructural to SnTe don’t show Dirac dispersion and are
identified as trivial insulators [80]. In Pb1-xSnxTe, direct band gap is located at the L points in the
Brillouin zones, which are the centers of the eight hexagonal faces of the Brillouin zone [82], [84].
The double Dirac-cone surface state is observed for all the Pb1-xSnxTe samples with x ” 0.3. In
samples with x < 0.2, the Dirac-cone surface states are not observed experimentally through
ARPES measurements, confirming the occurrence of the topological quantum phase transition at
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x ∼ 0.35. Shubnikov de-Haas oscillations measurements for x lying in between 0 and 0.28 reveal
the presence of [111] spheroid shaped Fermi surfaces, confirming that Pb1-xSnxTe with x < 0.3 is
a trivial insulator [85]. Yan et al. observed Dirac-like surface states on (111) surface of Pb1−xSnxTe
thin films [86]. Topological surface states are observed in Pb1-xSnxSe with x = 0.23 through
temperature dependent ARPES measurements which confirm that Pb0.77Sn0.23Se crystal is a TCI.
The band-inversion temperature occurs at Tc < 100 K [87]. A topological phase transition from a
trivial insulator with gapped surface states to a TCI with Dirac-like metallic surface states is
observed below band inversion temperature. Pb0.77Sn0.23Se (001) surface at T = 300 K yield a
noninverted band structure and hence no gapless states. Discovery of TCIs has opened a new
research branch in the area of topological materials. There might be new TCIs with different lattice
symmetries waiting to be discovered.

4.2 Shubnikov-de Haas Oscillations
SdH oscillations are the oscillations observed in the resistivity or conductivity of sample
at high magnetic field and low temperatures. At low temperature and high magnetic field, the free
electrons behave as quantum oscillators and their motion is quantized. These quantized orbits of
electrons are known as Landau levels. Landau levels are degenerate with number of electrons per
level directly proportional to the applied magnetic field. If B is applied in the z direction, then the
vector potential A is given as,
0 = (0, –—, 0)

(4.9)

For an electron in magnetic field,
→

+ 0

(4.10)

The Hamiltonian of an electron can then be expressed as:
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š

‰› + 0‹
›
›Š
+
+
œ ‡ = {‡ (4.11)
2h
2h
2h

px and pz commute with Hamiltonian. Therefore, they can be replaced by their eigenvalues.
Equation (4.11) becomes:
š

‰› + –—‹
ℏ }
ℏ }Š
+
+
œ ‡ = {‡ (4.12)
2h
2h
2h

Making substitution { • = { −
¢

ℏž •Ÿž

and —T =

ℏ••

¡9

, Equation (4) becomes

›
1
+ hNL (— − —T ) £ ‡ = { • ‡
2h 2

(4.13)

where NL = –/h. Equation (4.13) has the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator form and gives
[

{ • = 8e + : ℏNL , e = 0, 1, 2, 3, .. . The Landau level energy is:
1
ℏ }Š
{ = ¤e + ¥ ℏNL +
2
2h

(4.14)

Figure 4-5 and 4-6 shows the formation of Landau levels as magnetic field increases. As magnetic
field increases further, the spacing between the Landau levels increase and they start crossing
Fermi level. As each Landau energy level passes through the Fermi level, it depopulates as the
electrons become free to flow as current. This causes the material's transport properties such as
resistivity and conductivity to oscillate periodically. The degeneracy of Landau levels increases,
and electrons redistribute among Landau levels to occupy most favorable energy states. As the
Landau level crosses Fermi level, the resistance decreases. Once the Landau level is empty, the
Fermi level moves from empty Landau level to next filled Landau level and the resistance increases
again.

This results in oscillations in the resistivity of sample known as SdH oscillations.

Conditions to observe SdH oscillations are:
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Figure 4-5. Landau tubes for a spherical Fermi surface. Adapted from reference [88].

Figure 4-6. Formation of Landau levels and their movement across the Fermi surface in an increasing magnetic
field from left to right. Adapted from reference [89].

1) ∆E between two Landau levels is larger than the broadening of the Landau levels due to
scattering because of impurities and defects, i.e., τωc ≫1, where § is the scattering time.

As B increases, ℏNL will increase, so that the broadened Landau levels are resolved.
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2) Small thermal broadening of the Fermi distribution, i.e., ∆E = ℏNL ≫ kBT. At high
temperature, the sharp edge of the Fermi surface distribution, which separates the filled
and empty space, smears out and the amplitude of the oscillations will be very low. Hence,
the amplitude of the oscillations increases as the temperature decreases.

The Landau level crosses extremal cross section when

where ¨¡

¨¡

©

©

=

2- –(e + ª)
,
ℏ

(4.15)

is the extremal cross section area in k-space, and ª is a phase correction, typically ½.

Equation 4.15 is known as the Onsager relation [90]. The k-space area occupied enclosed by an
orbit of allowed energy is quantized and the annular cross section area between two consecutive
Landau tubes is given as:
Δ¨ =

V¡9

(4.16)

ℏ

Thus, the sample’s properties will oscillate as B changes, with a period given by [91], [92]:
21
Δ¤ ¥ =
–
ℏ¨¡

©

(4.17)

Frequency of oscillations is thus given as:
–¬ =

ℏ¨¡
2-

©

(4.18)

SdH oscillations are the tool to measure the Fermi surface shape and topological properties
of materials. Four probe resistivity measurements and contactless resistivity measurements are the
measurement techniques to measure the SdH oscillations. The magnetic field dependence of SDH
oscillation is given as:
∆ = 0 cos[2-(

–¬
+ 0.5 + ®)],
–
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(4.19)

.
where A is the amplitude, –¬ is the frequency of SDH oscillations, and 2πβ is the Berry phase. The
amplitude A has the following temperature dependence given by,
2- }9 t
ℏNL
0 ∝ exp(- t° /–)
,
2- }9 t
sin ℎ ¤
¥
ℏNL

(4.20)

where NL = –/h¡³³ is the cyclotron frequency (h¡³³ = h∗ h¡ is the effective mass of the
electron, h¡ being the mass of a free electron), }9 is the Boltzmann constant, ℏ is the reduced
Planck’s constant, and

= 2- }9 h¡ ⁄ ℏ = 14.69 T/K.

4.3 Shubnikov de-Haas Oscillations in Tin Telluride

Overview
In a topological insulator with half-integer spins, spin–orbit coupling causes an insulating
material to acquire protected edge or surface states that are similar in nature to edge states in the
quantum Hall effect. The surface states are protected by time reversal symmetry [66]. A new class
of materials with integer spins that has recently emerged are topological crystalline insulators
(TCIs). In TCIs, surface states are protected by point group symmetry of the crystal structure [77].
The combination of time reversal symmetry and mirror symmetry give rise to Kramer’s
degeneracy in SnTe. SnTe is a topological crystalline insulator having a rock salt crystal structure.
The {001}, {110} or {111} surfaces of SnTe which are symmetric about {110} mirror plane
possess gapless surface states. It is predicted theoretically by Fu et al that all {001} planes with
C4 rotational symmetry will show Dirac bands [77]. The Dirac states in SnTe have quadratic
dispersion whereas the Dirac states possess linear dispersion in conventional topological
insulators. The topological states are observed by Tanaka et al. from ARPES measurements on the
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(001) and (111) SnTe surface [80]. The study of SdH and de Haas–van Alphen effect (dHvA)
oscillations study by Dybko et al. shows a quadratic frequency dispersion that correlates to the
presence of a cylindrical Fermi surface and indicates the presence of topological states on the (001)
and (010) surfaces of SnTe [93]. Magnetoresistance studies on (111) SnTe thin films reveal the
presence of a two-dimensional Fermi surface [94]. Tanaka et al. report the presence of Dirac states
on (111) surface of SnTe, confirmed through their ARPES measurements [95]. Wang et al.
theoretically predict the presence of surface states on the (111) surface of SnTe [96].
In this chapter, we present the study of the angle dependent Shubnikov De-Haas (SdH)
oscillations on (001) surface of SnTe. We observe SdH oscillations at high magnetic field and low
temperature. Our results suggest the presence of topological surface states, in agreement with
experimental studies on other surfaces and on the theoretical calculations of Fu et al [77]. We also
use variable-angle and variable-temperature measurements to characterize the Fermi surface and
report the Dingle temperature, Fermi velocity, and other physical parameters for this surface.
4.3.1 Crystal Growth
In order to study the properties of SnTe, high-quality single crystals are synthesized. The
growth of single crystals is essential for the study of crystal properties as it ensures sample
homogeneity. Inhomogeneity in sample results in defects and affects crystal quality. To form good
contacts using gold wire for transport measurements, large crystals are needed. Thus, the growth
of large single crystals is a great advantage in the characterization of many material properties.
SnTe single crystals were grown by a self-flux method. A starting ratio of Sn/Te = 51:49
was chosen to synthesize SnTe single crystals having minimum Sn vacancy. The process was
successful, and yielded crystals with low bulk carrier concentration as compared with other recent
reports. The elements Sn (99.999 % Alfa Aesar) and Te (99.999% Alfa Aesar) were mixed together
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and sealed in the evacuated quartz ampoule inside the glove box in ultra-high purity argon
environment. The pressure inside the evacuated ampoule was 10 millitorr. The ampoule was placed
vertically inside a Lindberg box furnace in ceramic boat supported by quartz wool. The ampoule
was heated to 900°C at 5°C/min and kept at 900°C for 3 days. The ampoule was then slowly cooled
to 550°C at 0.6°C/hr. The samples were then annealed at 500°C for 2 days. The ampoule was then
cooled to room temperature at rate 1.8°C/hr. Nice flat crystals were obtained. Crystals were stored
inside a sealed and evacuated pyrex glass tube before performing measurements. Figure 4-7 shows
the binary phase diagram of Sn-Te system [97].

4.3.2 Magnetoresistance measurements on SnTe
X-Ray diffraction measurements and Rietveld analysis were performed to confirm the
crystal structure of air protected SnTe samples. Figure 4-8a shows the powder X-ray diffraction
data for SnTe at room temperature. Nickel filter was used to filter Kβ radiation. SnTe crystallizes
in rocksalt/cubic structure (space group Fm 3 m), confirmed by Rietveld analysis of XRD
diffractogram. All the diffraction peaks observed were fitted well with the space group Fm3m.
The morphological quality of our crystal surfaces was examined under a Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM). Stoichiometric ratios of elements in the crystal were determined by Energy
Dispersive X-ray Analysis inside the SEM. To more directly observe properties of the Fermi
surface of SnTe, investigations were carried out via magnetoresistance measurements of SdH
oscillations. SdH oscillations that arise from Landau level quantization help in resolving the Fermi
surface shape and in exploring the electronic properties of materials. We performed angle
dependent magnetoresistance measurements on pure SnTe samples at low temperatures and higher
magnetic field. Resistivity measurements were performed using standard four-probe ac technique
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and the electrical contacts were made using gold wires using silver paste on the (001) plane (shiny
and flat surface) of SnTe. Figure 4-8b shows the XRD rocking curve around (200) peak. The
presence of sharp (200) peak indicates crystalline (001) plane. The full width half maximum
(FWHM) of the Cu-K peak in Figure 4-8b is 0.024° which indicates high crystal quality.

Figure 4-7. Phase diagram of Sn-Te binary system [97].

4.3.3 Results and discussion
Figure 4-9a shows the results of the Hall resistivity measurement performed on SnTe
sample. We should note here that physical limitations in the placing of resistivity probes on a small
crystal surface can lead to an unavoidable mix of

and

components in measured values. A

linear fit to the Hall voltage versus magnetic field above 1 Tesla yields a bulk charge carrier
concentration of n = 0.8 ∗1020 cm−3. As shown in Table 8, our value for the bulk charge
concentration is at the lower end of that reported by previous authors [80], [93], [98], [99]. As is
clear from Hall measurements, our SnTe crystal is p-type in nature, indicating continued presence
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of Sn vacancies in spite of the slight excess of Sn used during growth (we used a ratio of 51:49 of
Sn:Te), but with relatively low carrier concentration [99]. Such Sn vacancies introduce holes [80].
As is clear from Hall measurements, our SnTe crystal is p-type in nature, indicating continued
presence of Sn vacancies in spite of the slight excess of Sn used during growth (we used a ratio of
51:49 of Sn:Te), but with relatively low carrier concentration [80]. Oscillations periodic in 1/B are
observed at higher magnetic fields in

as magnetic field varies. The angle dependence of the

frequency of SdH oscillations gives useful information about the shape and size of the Fermi
surface. The shape of Fermi surface indicates whether the conduction is from bulk or surface states.
The bulk states will have ellipsoidal Fermi surface while the surface states will have cylindrical
Fermi surface. Figure 4-9b shows the SdH oscillations obtained after background subtraction at
(a)

(b)

Figure 4-8. (a) Powder X-Ray diffractogram of SnTe (b) XRD rocking curve around (200) peak.

different tilt angles at 0.35 K. Here, the tilt angle is the angle between sample’s c-axis and magnetic
field, i.e., θ is zero when magnetic field is perpendicular to sample’s surface and 90° when the
magnetic field is parallel to the sample’s surface. Although we performed measurements at
different angles up to 75°, we did not observe SdH oscillations above 30°. Based on the onset field
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and amplitude when compared with other angles, we do not believe that the changes in slope at
high field in the 45° and 60° measurements represent an onset of quantum oscillations. The
frequency of oscillations was obtained after background subtraction from the resistance curves and
fitting the oscillations with SdH oscillation equation (Equation 4.19). Table 9 shows the frequency
of SdH oscillations at different angles and temperatures obtained after background subtraction and
fitting the oscillations with the SdH oscillation equation at different angles and temperatures.
Figure 4-10 shows the angular dependence of the SdH oscillation frequency for SnTe sample at
0.35 K. The frequency of oscillations appear to follow the relation f ∝ 1/cos(θ), possibly due to a
cylindrical Fermi surface. The Berry phase obtained after fitting SdH oscillation equation is nearly
equal to -, leading us to believe that the oscillations arise from topological surface states. The
value of Berry phase is equal to π for the topological surface states and 0 for conventional metals
[76]. The presence of cylindrical Fermi surface and Berry phase equal to π indicates the possible
presence of topological surface states on (001) surface.
We also observe that the amplitude of quantum oscillations decreases with increase in
temperature. The oscillations are not resolvable above 4 K. The oscillations have a single
frequency nearly equal to 232 T at 0°, independent of temperature. The amplitude of the
oscillations is plotted at fixed magnetic field for different temperatures, and the effective cyclotron
mass is obtained by fitting amplitude dependence, A, on temperature given by 0 ∝
ž´ž µ¶ ·
ℏ¸¹
ž´ž µ¶ ·
¥
º»¼ ½¤
ℏ¸¹

as shown in Figure 4-11a. Here, NL = –/h¡³³ is the cyclotron frequency, }9 is

the Boltzmann constant, ℏ is the reduced Planck’s constant, and h¡³³ = h∗ h¡ is the effective

mass of the electron, where h¡ is the mass of a free electron. The effective mass obtained is h¡³³

~ 0.21 me on the (100) surface being studied by us, in contrast with h¡³³ ~ 0.08 me obtained by
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Dybko et al. on the (001) surface and h¡³³ ~ 0.094 me by Savage et al. [93], [98] Further analysis
of the quantum oscillation amplitude damping yields the mean-free path and scattering time of the
samples. Figure 4-11b shows the Dingle plot which is equal to the slope obtained after fitting the
straight line in the plot of ln(D) versus 1/B at different temperatures, where D =

∆ –sinh(2π Â9 t/ℏωÄ ). The Dingle temperature TD calculated from the slope is 12.0 K and is

constant irrespective of temperature and angle. The scattering time τS = ℏ⁄2-}9 t° , extracted using

Dingle temperature is found to be 2.1 × 10−14 s. Using Onsager equation: Fs = ℏ0/2- , one

obtains the Fermi wave vector, kF = 8.46 × 108 m-1. The Fermi velocity, vF = ℏ}/h¡³³ , obtained

is 4.9 × 105 m/s. In fermionic systems, the Dirac velocity is equal to the Fermi velocity. ARPES

studies by Tanaka et al. have found the Dirac velocity vD = 4.56 × 105 m/s for the right-hand

branch and 6.84 × 105 m/s for the left-hand branch when performing a linear extrapolation on the
dispersion branches used to find the Dirac point [80]. We see that our value agrees well with the
right-hand branch, as does the value of Dybko et al. [93]. The reason that we observe the right
branch of the Dirac cone here could be related with the presence of high density of states, as also
observed by Tanaka el al. in their ARPES measurements on (001) surface [80]. From the frequency
of SdH oscillations, we obtain n2D = 5.7 × 1012 cm-2. It is predicted theoretically by Hsieh et al.
that all {001} planes with mirror symmetry will show Dirac bands [79]. The fact that we are
seeing cylindrical Fermi surface, and our values for transport-related constants using the (001)
surface are in good agreement with those obtained by Dybko et al. and Tanaka et al. on the (001)
surface, corroborates this prediction of Fu [77], [80], [93].
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Garg et
al. [this
work]
Technique used
Surface studied

(001)

Dybko et
al. [ref 16]
SdH
oscillations
(001)

Savage et al. [ref 19]
SdH
oscillations
(001)

SdH
oscillations
(100)

Tanaka
et al. [ref
14]
ARPES
(001)

0.72 x10 –
2.0 x 1020
8.0 x 1020

Burke et
al. [ref 18]
SdH
oscillations
(001)

20

Bulk carrier
concentration

nD (cm )

Fermi wave
vector

kF (m-1)

Fermi velocity
Berry Phase (2-)
Effective
electron Mass
Dingle
Temperature
Frequency of
quantum
oscillations
Surface carrier
concentration
(2D)

-3

20

20

0.8 x 10

1.4 x 10

8.46 × 108

vF (m/s)

4.9 × 105

2.7 × 108

Units of
2π

~ 0.5

~ 0.5

meff

0.2 me

0.08 me

TD (K)

12

f (T)

~230

~25

Ns (n2D)
(cm-2)

5.7 x1012

6.2 x 1011

0.9 x 1020

4.56 ×
105 and
6.84× 105

4.0 × 105

0.094 me
17.3
~200

Table 8. Comparison of various parameters measured experimentally at different surfaces of SnTe by us and
other authors
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-9. (a)

vs magnetic field at different angles at 0.35 K (b) Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations in sample

SnTe with varying magnetic field at 0.35 K and different angles, obtained after subtracting background. Data
collected at 45, 60, and 75 degrees do not show oscillations.
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Figure 4-10. Angular dependence of the SdH oscillation frequency for SnTe sample at 0.35 K. Solid red curve
corresponds to the cylindrical fit (f ∝ 1/cos (θ) for the Fermi surface and blue points correspond to the frequencies
obtained after fitting SdH oscillation equation.

Temperature (K)

Angle (Degree)

0.35
0.35
0.35

-15
15
30

SdH
Oscillations
Frequency (T) ±
2T
236
243
260

1.0

-15

232

0.45

4.0

-15

231

0.53

Berry Phase
(Units of 2π
π) ±
0.1π
π
0.44
0.46
0.38

Table 9. Frequency of SdH oscillations obtained at different temperatures and angles in SnTe sample.
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Figure 4-11. (a) Temperature dependence of the amplitude of SdH oscillations (b) ln(D) plotted as a function
of 1/B.

4.3.4 Conclusions
In summary, we performed transport measurements to study the Fermi surface of SnTe crystals.
The magneto-transport measurements on the (001) surface of our SnTe single crystals exhibit SdH
oscillations above 6 T at temperatures below 4 K. The analysis of SdH oscillations in resistivity
yields a Berry phase equal to - . The angle dependence of oscillations’ frequency reveals a
cylindrical Fermi surface. The frequencies that we find are higher than those found by Dybko et
al, but are in closer agreement to those found by Savage et al. [93], [98] The Berry phase of -,
combined with the presence of a cylindrical Fermi surface indicates the possible presence of
topological surface states. Our results on the (001) surface support the presence of topological
states found on other surfaces by other researchers, such as Tanaka et al, and Dybko et al. [80],
[93] We also find that the Fermi velocity of electrons in the right branch is 4.9 × 105 m/s which
agrees with previous authors Dybko et al. and Tanaka et al. [80], [93] Our findings support the idea
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that (001) surface of SnTe has topological states that are protected by mirror and time-reversal
symmetry.

4.4 Fermi Surface of Antimony Selenide
TIs such as Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 have been theoretically and experimentally shown to possess
topological properties at ambient pressure and become superconducting under pressure or charge
doping [100]–[104]. All these TIs have a Dirac cone at Γ point and a rhombohedral structure (R3m). In contrast, Sb2Se3 is a band insulator at normal temperature and pressure. While Sb2Se3 has
also been predicted to exhibit a topological phase transition under pressure, these predictions have
all been performed using a rhombohedral crystal structure (R-3m) which has not been observed in
Sb2Se3, even under high pressure [105], [106]. To the best of our knowledge, no theoretical
evidence has been found for the existence of a topological phase in the orthorhombic (Pnma)
crystal structure of Sb2Se3.
Structural, superconducting and topological phase transitions have been studied in
numerous topological insulators under pressure such as Bi2Se3, Sb2Te3, Sb2S3, and Bi2Te3 [100]–
[102], [107]. High pressure allows the modification of the physical properties of materials as it
decreases interatomic distances. Antimony Selenide (Sb2Se3) is a band gap insulator with a 1 eV
bandgap at ambient pressure which becomes metallic above 3 GPa and superconducting above 10
GPa [105], [108], [109]. This material is expected to exhibit strong spin-orbit coupling, but with a
different crystal structure than similar A2B3 type compounds such as Sb2Te3 and Bi2Se3. Wei et al.
predicted the topological phase transition occurring at the critical value Pc ≃ 1.0 GPa [106]. The
bulk energy gap closes at the topological phase transition and reopens above Pc. The conduction
and valence bands cross at a pressure above Pc which leads to band inversion at the time reversal
invariant k point in the Brillouin Zone (BZ). In this chapter, we report studies of Shubnikov-de
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Haas oscillations as a function of pressure and magnetic field orientation on single crystals of
antimony selenide. Our single crystals are orthorhombic, unlike rhombohedral Bi2Se3 and Sb2Te3.
Following up on the previous collaborative studies of Raman spectroscopy and first principles
DFT in the paper by Bera et al. (a collaborative paper with members of our research group), which
revealed an electronic topological transition (ETT) with pressure, we performed non-contact
conductivity measurements using a tunnel diode oscillator (TDO) circuit under high pressure in a
diamond anvil cell [105]. A Fermi Surface (FS) is found to appear at 6.4 GPa which indicates that
Sb2Se3 possibly undergoes insulator to metal transition as evidenced by SdH oscillations observed
at 6.4 GPa. The Fermi surface is quasi-cylindrical with axis perpendicular to the b-axis, i.e., in ac plane of the crystal. Furthermore, a Berry phase (β) nearly equal to π has been measured
independent of magnetic field rotation angle. These measurements provide evidence for a possible
new category of topologically non-trivial insulators beyond Bi2Se3 related structures.

4.4.1 Crystal Growth
Sb2Se3 crystals were synthesized using self-flux growth method. Stoichiometric ratios of
Sb (99.99% Alfa Aesar) and Se (99.99% Alfa Aesar) elements were mixed in the argon atmosphere
inside the glove box and sealed in an evacuated quartz ampoule. The ampoule was placed inside
the single zone furnace with temperature gradient, and the furnace was heated to 675°C. After 12
hours, the sample was allowed to cool to 615°C relatively fast, and then cooled to 460°C at
0.1°C/min. The furnace was then cooled to room temperature at fast rate. Figure 4-12 shows the
binary phase diagram of Sb2Se3 [110]. Small sized crystals were obtained (Figure 4-13a). XRD
pattern of the powdered sample shown in Figure 4-13b was obtained using Bruker X-Ray
Diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation. We confirmed through Rietveld analysis of X-Ray
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diffraction data that Sb2Se3 has orthorhombic (Pnma) crystal structure with crystal axis a =11.7 Å,
b = 3.97 Å, and c = 11.62 Å at ambient pressure and temperature. Sb2Se3 cleaves perpendicular to
b axis, i.e. along a-c plane. Figure 4-13c shows the unit cell of Sb2Se3 and Figure 4-13d shows
[001] directional view of the crystal structure showing the cleavage plane perpendicular to the b
direction.

Figure 4-12. Sb-Se binary phase diagram [110]

4.4.2 Contactless Resistivity Measurements
Contactless resistivity measurements were performed inside the diamond anvil cell (DAC).
A sample of typical dimensions 100 μm x 100 μm x 30 μm was cleaved and loaded inside the DAC
made of plastic turnbuckle. The diameter of the diamond anvil was 600 μm. The pressuretransmitting medium used was the mixture of methanol and ethanol with ratio 4:1. Copper gasket
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with thickness 60 μm was used to contain the medium, and the center hole of 200 μm diameter
was drilled. Pressure inside the cell was measured using ruby luminescence technique. Ruby
spheres placed at the top of sample served as a pressure marker. The inductance coil made of
insulated copper wire surrounded the sample. The range of our pressure study was from 1 atm to
6.4 GPa. The resonance frequency of the tunnel diode oscillator, f = 1/√(), where L is the
inductance of the coil surrounding the sample and C is the capacitance of the circuit, is typically
in megahertz range. The tunnel diode oscillator (TDO) frequency is sensitive to the resistivity of
the sample. Interaction of the sample with the inductance of the coil causes a shift,
∆&⁄& = −Ç ∆* ⁄*, in the resonant frequency, where G is a geometric factor and * is the skin

depth. * is related to the resistivity of the sample as * = 2 /-45 &, where

is the resistivity of

sample, and 45 is the magnetic permeability of free space. While rotating the magnetic field, we

have considered

to be the angle between the magnetic field and the normal to the sample’s plane.

4.4.3 Results
As previously mentioned, Sb2Se3 is a band insulator with indirect energy gap equal to 1 eV
and with resistivity nearly equal to 106-108 Ω-m at ambient pressure and temperature [111]–[113].
We performed TDO measurements at atmospheric pressure and 6.4 GPa at different angles and
temperatures. The crystal on which measurement was performed at atmospheric pressure was
different from the one on which measurement was performed at 6.4 GPa. Figure 4-14 shows the
frequency versus magnetic field measurements for different angles and temperatures at 6.4 GPa
on sample 1 and atmospheric pressure on sample 2. Oscillations were not observed at ambient
pressure at any angle and temperature after the subtraction of fourth order polynomial background
as well as differentiation of the signal as shown in Figure 4-15. However, oscillations were
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observed at 6.4 GPa after the topological transition at higher field on sample 1. We found that
oscillations at higher

Figure 4-13. (a) Sb2Se3 obtained after synthesis using self-flux growth method. (b) Powder X-ray diffraction of
the crystals using Bruker X-Ray diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation. (c) Unit cell of Sb2Se3 (Red spheres are
Sb atoms and green spheres are Se atoms. (d) [001] directional view of the crystal structure showing the cleavage
plane perpendicular to the b direction
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magnetic field are periodic in 1/B, indicating that these are Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) oscillations.
The oscillations were obtained after the polynomial background subtraction as well as through the
differentiation of the signal at fields 12 T < B < 18 T as shown in Figure 4-16 and 4-17. SdH
oscillations are observed at higher magnetic field due to the quantization of electron orbits in the
presence of magnetic field.

4.4.3.1 Frequency of SdH oscillations, F, and the Fermi surface
The frequency of SdH oscillations was obtained by fitting SdH oscillation equation
(Equation (4.19)). At higher angles (45° ≤ θ ≤ 90°), since the frequency of oscillations increases
with angle and becomes constant as angle approaches 90°, we conclude that the Fermi surface is
bulging outwards elliptically perpendicular to the surface of the crystal. Figure 4-18a shows the
angular dependence of frequencies of oscillations at 0.7 K. The solid black curve is the ellipsoidal
fit to the angular dependency of the frequency and the shaded region (0° ≤ θ ≤ 30°) is the region
where oscillations are not observed. For an elliptical surface, the frequency of oscillations varies
as
Ì
•Ë

Î
ž

f( ) = f5 Ècos ( ) + ¤• • ¥ sin ( )Í , (4.21)
where f5 is the frequency at

Ë

= 45∘ and }¬ /}¬ is the measure of the eccentricity of the surface

that is bulging out elliptically. At lower angles (0°, 15°, 30°), we did not observe oscillations at
higher range of magnetic field after the subtraction of background as well as differentiation of the
signal. This implies the presence of quasi-cylindrical Fermi surface whose axis is perpendicular to
b-axis of the crystal, shown in Figure 4-18b. This indicates that conduction is from surface states.
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Berry phase obtained after fitting the SDH oscillation equation (Equation (4.19)) is nearly equal
to π. Berry phase obtained at different temperatures and angles is shown in Table 10. As a
reminder, Berry phase is 0 for conventional metals and π for the Dirac systems [76]. The
observation of quasi-cylindrical Fermi surface and π Berry phase is an indicator of the possible
presence of non-trivial topology at high pressure.

4.4.3.2. Amplitude of SdH Oscillations
We observed decrease in amplitude of SdH oscillation frequency with increasing
temperature. Oscillations were not resolvable at T = 6.8 K or higher. The amplitude of the
oscillations is plotted at fixed magnetic field for different temperatures, and the effective cyclotron
mass is obtained by fitting Equation (4.20) as shown in Figure 4-19. The effective mass was
calculated as h¡³³ ~ 1.19 h¡ ± 0.05 me. The Dingle temperature, TD, which is a measure of

Temperature
(K)
0.4
0.7
0.7

Angle
45º
90º
75º

Frequency
(Tesla)
72
110.2
107.22

Berry Phase
(Units of 2π)
0.62
0.45
0.51

0.7

60º

93.7

0.4

0.7

45º

69.7

0.4

1.3

90º

114.6

0.47

1.3

75º

106.5

0.48

1.3

45º

68.71

0.5

Table 10. SDH Oscillations at T = 0.7 K, 1.3 K and P = 6.4 GPa at different angles.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4-14. TDO frequency versus magnetic field at (a) P = 6.4 GPa, T = 0.4 K (b) P = 6.4 GPa, T = 0.7 K (c)
P = 6.4 GPa, T = 1.3 K (d) P = 1 atm, T = 0.4 K at different angles.
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Figure 4-15. SdH oscillations are not observed at atmospheric pressure and 0.4 K at 0° (left plot) and 70° (right
plot) after subtracting polynomial background from TDO signal.

Figure 4-16. SdH oscillations at 0.4 K, 6.4 GPa, and 45° obtained after subtracting polynomial background.
Black solid lines are curve fit of the SdH oscillation equation. SdH wave for 0.7 K is shifted by 0.04% and for
1.3 K is shifted by 0.08% for clarity.
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Figure 4-17. SdH oscillations obtained after taking derivative of the TDO signal at 45° and 6.4 GPa.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-18. (a) Frequency of SdH oscillations at various angles at 0.7 K obtained after polynomial
background subtraction. (b) Calculated Fermi surface shape from the quantum oscillation data.
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Figure 4-19. Effective mass of an electron obtained after fitting the temperature dependence of amplitude of
oscillations at 45˚and fixed value of field inverse. The solid dots denote the experimental values of amplitudes
and solid lines are the curve fit.

Figure 4-20. Dingle temperature plots at 45° and different temperatures. Solid black lines are the straight-line
fits whose slope is equal to TD ~ 22 K.
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broadening of Landau levels due to electron scattering is equal to the slope of the straight line
obtained after fitting it in the plot of ln[ ( ∆ –sinh(2- Â9 t/ℏNL )] versus 1/B at different
temperatures as shown in Figure 4-20. The value of TD ~ 21 ± 5 K obtained is constant irrespective
of the temperature and angle. Using TD, we extract the quantum lifetime of the carriers due to
scattering, § = ℎ/4- Â9 t° ~ 3.5 × 10

[Ó

s. Mobility for our sample at 6.4 GPa, µ ~ 0.0678

Vm2/s is obtained using µ = e §/h∗ indicating a significant decrease from the mobility at
atmospheric pressure µ = 0.8 Vm2/s found by Ming et. al [114].

4.4.4 Conclusions
In summary, we performed the contactless resistivity measurements on Sb2Se3 single
crystals under high pressure and low temperature. The sample was rotated with respect to the
magnetic field. At 6.4 GPa, we observed SdH oscillations periodic in B. However, the oscillations
were not observed at the atmospheric pressure. The angular dependency of SdH oscillation reveals
the presence of quasi-cylindrical Fermi surface whose axis is parallel to the sample’s surface at
6.4 GPa. The SdH oscillation equation fit gives Berry phase equal to π which indicates the possible
presence of topological states.

4.5 Shubnikov-de Haas Oscillations in CuxBi2Se3
Bi2Se3 is a topological insulator that has attracted lot of attention because Cu intercalation
can induce superconductivity in CuxBi2Se3 below 3.8 K [91], [103], [115]–[117]. It is proposed
theoretically that CuxBi2Se3 is a topological superconductor that has topologically protected
gapless surface states and full pairing gap in the bulk. CuxBi2Se3 becomes superconducting at 2.9
K for x = 0.12. The goal of the experiment was to study the effects of quenching on electronic
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properties and Fermi surface of CuxBi2Se3 (x = 0.12). To more directly observe properties of the
superconducting phase of CuxBi2Se3, investigations of the Fermi surface were carried out via
magnetoresistive measurements of Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations. In particular, we
explored if the origin of superconductivity in the superconducting topological insulator CuxBi2Se3
was from pairing of the topological surface states, or bulk states. (This work was performed in
collaboration with Nathaniel Smith and others in Prof. Guptasarma’s group. Some of the data
presented in this section also appears in Dr. Smith’s dissertation. The analysis is mine.)
High temperature quenching of CuxBi2Se3 is needed to induce superconductivity.
Somaditya Sen and Nathaniel Smith synthesized sample 1a which became superconducting by
quenching at 620ℎC into cold water and sample 2a which was non-superconducting as it was not
quenched. Sample 1a and 2a boules were cleaved into smaller pieces for resistance testing. Four
probe resistivity measurements were performed on both samples. The samples were rotated with
respect to magnetic field. Small amplitude oscillations periodic in 1/B were identified as SdH
oscillations in superconducting sample 1a and non-superconducting sample 2a at different angles
and 0.3K temperature as shown in Figure 4-21a. Figure 4-21b shows the magnetoresistance curves
of samples 1a and 2a at 0-degree rotation and 0.3K after background subtraction. The amplitude
and frequency of SdH oscillations was fitted using the Lifshitz-Kosevich formula (LK) for SdH
oscillations.
The SdH oscillation frequency obtained after fitting above equations for the
superconducting sample 1a is 378 T while the frequency of non-superconducting sample 2a is 89.9
T at 0-degree rotation and 0.3 K temperature. The oscillation frequency is dependent on angle and
independent of temperature. Table 11 and 12 show the SdH oscillation frequency and Berry phase
at different angles and temperatures for samples 1a and 2a, respectively. I worked in collaboration
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with Nathaniel in obtaining SdH oscillation frequencies from the data. The Fermi surface of sample
2a is well fitted to an elliptical Fermi surface. Very few angles yielded oscillations for the
superconducting sample leaving the shape of the Fermi surface in the superconducting sample
ambiguous. According to Onsager equation, the frequency of this oscillation is proportional to the
cross section of the Fermi surface given as Fs = ℏ0/2- , where A is the cross-sectional area of the
Fermi surface and e is the electron charge. Calculating the Fermi energies of the surfaces using the
technique by Fang et al. yields EF = 626 meV for Sample 1a and 175 meV for Sample 2a,
respectively. The ARPES data of Analytis et.al. show that the distance from the Dirac point to the
bottom of the conduction band in Bi2Se3 is ~200 meV [104]. This indicates the nonsuperconducting samples lie near the bottom of the bulk conduction bands, while the Fermi level
of the superconducting sample is well into the bulk conduction bands. If bulk states are needed
for superconductivity, this suggests oscillations in superconducting samples will have a frequency
f > 90.7 T.

Indeed, most superconducting samples in literature have an SdH or de-Haas van

Alphen (dHvA) frequency f > 300T, while non-quenched, non-superconducting samples have a
much lower frequency. This indicates the Fermi level must be well into the bulk states for
superconductivity to appear, suggestive of bulk electrons leading to superconductivity rather than
topological ones. The superconducting sample 1a had a larger Fermi surface than nonsuperconducting sample 2a according to Onsager equation. A combination of Fermi energy and
Fermi area calculations indicate that entering the bulk band states in CuxBi2Se3 is crucial to induce
superconductivity.
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Temperature (K)

Angle

0.3
0.3
0.3

45
60
75

Frequency of SdH
oscillations (T)
378
380
383

Table 11. SdH oscillation frequency and Berry phase at various angles and 0.3K for Sample 1a

Temperature (K)
10
5.0
1.6
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

Angle
(Degrees)
0
0
0
0
-21
-6
9
24
39
54
69
79

Frequency of SdH
Oscillations (T)
96.25
96.30
96.06
96.28
94.97
92.00
89.85
97.00
105.08
123.66
144.38
153.20

Table 12. SdH oscillation frequency and Berry phase at various angles and temperatures for Sample 2a.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-21. (a) Angle dependent resistance measurements at different angles and 0.3 K. (b) SdH oscillations
obtained after subtracting background from the data at 0.3 K and 0°. Red curve the SdH oscillation equation fit
while blue curve is data. Adapted from reference [89].
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Chapter 5. Future Work

5.1 Sodium-ion Batteries
Sodium-ion batteries are potential candidates to replace Lithium ion batteries. This
dissertation presents a study of the effect of substitution of Jahn-Teller active Fe with Ni and Co
in P2-Na0.67[Mn0.5Fe0.5]O2. P2-Na0.67[Mn0.5Fe0.5]O2 is a promising candidate for positive electrode
in Na-ion batteries. However, this material suffers from structural transitions at high and low
voltages. Substitution of Fe with Ni and Co in Na0.67[Mn0.5Fe0.5]O2 alleviates these structural
transitions in Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Ni0.125O2 (NMFNO) and Na0.67Mn0.625Fe0.25Co0.125O2 (NMFCO).
We did not observe any structural transition in NMFNO and NMFCO when they are charged to
4.3 V. We observe a mixture of two P63/mmc phases when both NMFNO and NMFCO are
discharged to 1.5 V. The total impedance of NMFNO and NMFCO after 200 cycles is less than
that of NMFO. The initial discharge capacity of NMFNO and NMFCO is greater than NMFO. We
observe crack formation on the surface of NMFNO and NMFCO which limits their
cyclability. Given the stabilizing effect of Ni and Co in NMFO, further work to improve
morphological issues, such as formation of cracks, could make NMFNO and NMFCO a highly
promising cathode material with high-capacity and good cycling stability in sodium ion batteries.
This may involve using different binder while synthesizing cathodes and changing concentrations
of components in cathode slurry. More research on the mechanism of formation of SEI layer and
how it changes with cycling may help in improve the understanding of impedance of cathodes
during cycling and degradation of cyclability.
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5.2 Topological Insulators
SnTe is a topological crystalline insulator with rocksalt crystal structure. Recently, other
materials such as Pb1-xSnxTe and Pb1−xSnxSe are also found to become topological crystalline
insulators with varying concentrations of Sn in them. The doping and tuning possibilities in
Pb1−xSnxSe and Pb1−xSnxSe opens the door for future research to explore materials with same
crystal structure. Pb1-xSnxTe system when doped with indium becomes superconducting. In future
experiments, superconducting states observed in indium doped Pb1-xSnxTe will be interesting to
explore. If the superconductivity arises in these materials due to surface states, it will be interesting
to explore these superconducting surface states as they can be different from the ones that are
observed in traditional topological superconductors.
Sb2Se3 becomes topological insulator above 2 GPa pressure. The tuning of energy
gap with pressure makes Sb2Se3 go through topological transition and become a topological
insulator. Application of pressure to tune energy gap may help in transforming other normal
insulating materials to a topological insulator. The topological surface bands on Sb2Se3 has not
been experimentally observed directly me technique such as ARPES. Future experimental research
work needs to be performed to design experiment such that ARPES can be performed under
pressure to directly observe these surface state bands.
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